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Executive Summary

The Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project (CCRMP) is a five year project funded by
the New Zealand Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade(MFAT) with the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources as lead executing agency and the Provincial and Municipal
Governments of Camiguin as implementing partners.
The goal of CCRMP is to institutionalize and sustain an integrated coastal resource management
(CRM) system in Camiguin at the barangay, municipal and provincial levels in order to increase
natural productivity and enhance the integrity of the coastal ecosystems while providing
sustainable economic activities towards an improved quality of life among the Camiguinons.
The Project was designed to be implemented in two Phases. Phase 1 was implemented for
three years (2008-2011) with an additional one year transition phase (2011) and was focused on
the institutionalization of CRM as a basic service of the LGU.
Phase 2 (February 2012 - September 2014) focused on the theme of “linking conservation with
economics” with technical assistance and funding support dedicated to strengthening of
institutional mechanisms for CRM, and implementation of conservation-based enterprises with
high impact information, education and communication strategy to support CRM and enterprise
development implementation.
The CCRMP Phase 2 implementation was originally to be implemented within a 2-year period (
February 2012- March 2014), but mid-way into the project implementation, an additional nocost extension was requested by the MSC to cover the time lost during the 2013 national
elections and provide more time to the establishment of enterprises which were halted brought
about by the election ban and the change in the leadership in one of the municipalities,
specifically the Sagay LGU. The request for a no-cost extension was subsequently approved by
NZAP in September 2013, which stretched the field implementation period to a little more 2
and ½ years (March 2012-September 2014). Within this period, key accomplishments based
on the key results framework were achieved by the Project, even surpassing targets in some
areas.
This completion report describes the accomplishments and lessons generated from the 2 ½
years of phase 2 implementation. Challenges for sustainability are also identified and
recommended actions are presented. Through this completion report, important
contributions of main implementing partners and support agencies and institutions are also
recognized as their involvement and assistance in sustaining CRM implementation are certain,
because they are the ones who will remain in Camiguin even beyond Project life.
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For the whole duration of Project the Project Management Team is happy to report that targets
set have been achieved even surpassing in some areas of Project implementation. In the area of
strengthening CRM institutionalization the key achievements include : strengthening capacities
of LGUs and other agency partners in the areas of biophysical monitoring, water quality
monitoring, coastal law enforcement, strengthening MPA management bodies and capacities
of LGU for revenue generation through setting up of user fee mechanisms, conduct of
biophysical and biodiversity monitoring of MPAs which resulted to some MPAs being identified
as ripe for eco-tourism promotion. Under the area of IEC (information, education and
communication) support for CRM and enterprise development, the Project has adopted new
strategies to increase awareness on environmental protection and education by developing
MPA ambassadors (mascots) and the establishment of interpretive centers in the municipalities
of Mambajao and Gunsiliban, production/reprinting of 17 types of IEC materials with a total of
more than 28,000 copies which include brochures, posters, booklets, calendars, murals panels
and boards, etc. , to support both CRM and enterprise implementation. Increased awareness on
CRM specifically on the importance of an effective management mechanisms of MPAs have
been achieved as revealed by the findings on the post KAP survey conducted by the Project.
Under the enterprise development component, the project has surpassed the target of
establishing 1 enterprise per municipality by the establishment of 8 enterprises in the 7
barangays in the province and additional strengthening of the existing ecotourism enterprise in
Mantigue Island.

Out of these experiences in project implementation best practices are gained and various
lessons learned. The success of using “linking conservation with economics theme to bring in
different sectors to get involved has expanded the critical mass of CRM supporters in the
province. The importance of building capacities of stakeholders for CRM and enterprise
implementation by linking with available resources in insuring sustainability of efforts even
beyond project life are the way to go forward. Ensuring cost-effectiveness, timeliness of project
implementation and the importance of building strategic partnership, adopting some degree of
flexibility and adaptability in project implementation become important lessons that succeeding
projects can adopt.
Despite the gains achieved and lessons learned by the Project, the challenge ahead remains
huge and maybe as big as when the project started but nevertheless less daunting knowing that
that the main stakeholders, from the local government units with mandates to manage its
municipal waters, to the provincial government and NGAs tasked to provide assistance , the
private sector and local communities benefitting from a well managed coastal environment have
already taken upon themselves to do their part in CRM efforts . This is where our confidence
lies, that despite these challenges we know that the seeds have already been planted, during
the first four yeast of Phase 1 implementation where CRM have been institutionalized in the
governance system and specific interventions instituted at the community levels. For Phase 2
implementation, some early fruits are already visible where the results of CRM and
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conservation efforts are linked to economic development and capacities for CRM
implementation are further strengthened and expanded to include other agencies and
institutions and creating a critical mass of CRM actors and advocates who will continue the CRM
efforts in a collaborative way beyond Project life.

Chapter 1. The Coastal Resource Management Project Phase
Overview

2

a. Project Background
The Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project (CCRMP) is a five year project funded by
the New Zealand’s Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade(MFAT) with the Department of
Environment and Natural Resources as lead executing agency and the Provincial and Municipal
Governments of Camiguin as implementing partners.
The goal of CCRMP is to institutionalize and sustain an integrated coastal resource management
(CRM) system in Camiguin at the barangay, municipal and provincial levels in order to increase
natural productivity and enhance the integrity of the coastal ecosystems while providing
sustainable economic activities towards an improved quality of life among the Camiguinons.
The Project was designed to be implemented in two Phases. Phase 1 was implemented for
three years (2008-2011) with an additional one year transition phase (2011) and was focused on
the institutionalization of CRM as a basic service of the LGU.
Phase 2 (February 2012 - September 2014) focused on the theme of “linking conservation with
economics” with technical assistance and funding support dedicated to strengthening of
institutional mechanisms for CRM, and implementation of conservation-based enterprises with
high impact information, education and communication strategy to support CRM and enterprise
development implementation.

b. Project Goals, Objectives and Results
The overall goal of the Project is reduced poverty through improved integrity and productivity of
coastal resources.
The main objective of the Project is the improved integrity and increased productivity of marine
and coastal resources while providing sustainable economic activities toward an improved
quality of life of coastal communities.
The expected medium-term outcomes of Phase 2 are three-fold:
a. Integrated coastal resource management system (ICRM) institutionalized at the
barangay, municipal and provincial levels;
b. Strengthened capacities of LGUs, coastal communities, etc. for CRM; and
c. Entrepreneurial capacities of LGUs, local communities and businesses developed.
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The short-term outcomes and corresponding outputs are as follows:
1. Enhanced CRM institutionalisation through ownership of established community
arrangements and tools.
Outputs:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Institutional arrangements for CRM implementation strengthened
Baseline information and GIS maps generated
CRM certification of 5 municipalities achieved
MPA Management Council created
MPA management system (including biophysical monitoring) established and
functional

2. Increased CRM-based revenues from user fees and resource rents
Outputs:
a. Ecotourism products developed
b. Improved existing user fee mechanism and new user fees and resource rents or
investment incentives adopted
3. Increased number in conservation-based enterprises
Outputs:
a. Enterprise network and support systems established
b. Sustainable enterprise in each municipality established
4. Increased community buy-in for CRM and conservation-based enterprises and revenue
generating mechanisms
Outputs:
a) Province-wide CRM campaign conducted
b) MPAs as diving destination for tourists promoted
c) Learning centers for CRM established and functional

c. Phase 2 Implementation Strategy and Components
The implementation strategy of Phase 2 were focused on the following components:
1. Enhancing CRM institutionalization through ownership of established community–
based arrangements and tools
With the success of Phase 1 implementation in establishing
community-based
arrangements and tools that were successfully adopted at the barangay, municipal and
provincial levels, Phase 2 used this a take off point to support LGUs to take full
responsibility for the institutionalization of these CRM strategies for sustainability. The
Project will continued to provide technical assistance, coach and mentor the Coastal
Resource Management Officers (CRMOs) in the LGUs to strengthen the existing systems and
link gaps where needed. As part of strengthening CRM arrangements and practices, the
Project continued to work with the DENR to build the capacity of the LGUs to conduct
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monitoring and evaluation of their CRM programs and services through the CRM
Certification process.
Phase 2 aims to further strengthen the management of no-take marine protected areas
(MPAs) through networking, thus moving towards an integrated coastal management (ICM)
approach. To maintain the effectiveness of protected areas in conserving biodiversity,
maintaining ecosystem services and contributing to climate change mitigation and
adaptation, a province-wide MPA Management Council will be created from the composite
team that was established in Phase 1. This composite team conducted bio-physical and
socio-economic assessments of the MPAs, and has been expanded to include
representatives from the academe, line agencies, the Municipal Fisheries and Aquatic
Resource Management Council (MFARMC) and the community-based MPA Management
Teams. The role and functions of the MPA Management Council will be reviewed and
enhanced for more effective management of MPAs with the province playing an active role
in supporting MPA initiatives at the municipal and barangay levels. To ensure the active
involvement of FARMC in MPA management and representation at the Provincial MPA
Management Council, the Project will coordinate with BFAR (which has the mandate for
FARMC organization and strengthening), the LGUs and others in FARMC strengthening and
capacity building.
Improved integrity and increased productivity of marine coastal resources and their value to
ecotourism will be addressed quantitatively through an evaluation process using CRM tools
established in Phase 1. The LGU-led monitoring of coastal resources and habitats will
continue in Phase 2 adding value to the data collected in Phase 1. The results will reflect
impacts of the project over time.
2. Creating opportunities for new CRM revenue sources by increasing the visibility of
biodiversity and species groups inside MPAs and vicinity through ecotourism

Phase 2 links the positive impacts of conservation and fisheries management to local
economic development. It builds on the success of Phase 1 and takes the Project to the next
level by creating new CRM-based revenue sources, e.g., ecotourism. To this end, Phase 2
highlights MPA biodiversity and species groups that have market value to ecotourism.
Educational products that will encourage conservation, fisheries management and best
ecotourism practices will also be developed as additional sources of revenue. CRM best
practices are also be highlighted to further encourage ecotourism such as the identification
and development of learning/educational sites and community champions within the LGU
that models CRM and environment-friendly and conservation based enterprises.
Phase 2 provides another opportunity to strengthen the MPA user-fee systems that were
established in Phase 1. Technical assistance is provided where needed and monitoring of
revenues in each MPA will be continued by providing assistance to LGUs in systematizing
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data gathering and documentation of user fees and resource use rents. Furthermore, a
study on options for creating new revenue sources from user fees and resource rents is
conducted in the first year of Phase 2 implementation and implemented during life of
project by identifying new MPA for user fee implementation and promote transparency
through barangay consultations, IEC promotion and even the use of the municipal and
provincial websites.
An accounting for biodiversity of coastal resources and habitats will encompass fish species
groups that can contribute to climate change resiliency and can also be used as flagship
species for IEC implementation and eco-tourism promotion.
3. Utilizing information, education and communication (IEC) materials, social
mobilization and social marketing techniques to improve management of MPAs and
livelihood/enterprises, and to increase community buy-in
Using the materials and systems created during Phase 1 for IEC, the strategy in Phase 2 is to
increase community buy-in for livelihood/enterprise initiatives and MPA management
through enhancing existing materials and using new activities in social marketing and social
mobilization on a targeted audience to increase support for the Project outcomes. One of
the highlights of the IEC strategies for Phase 2 is the development of high impact social
mobilization and social marketing strategies to promote wider community support and buyin of the MPAs through the development of MPA ambassadors in the form of mascots. A
mascot per municipality will carry very specific messages for MPA biodiversity species
promotion and protection. This strategy will act as a strong marketing arm for eco-tourism
strategies and in getting the local communities to sustain what was installed in Phase 1 and
what will be done in Phase 2.
To expand knowledge and awareness on integrated coastal management (ICM), the Project
continues to support knowledge centers, specifically the Interpretive Center in Mambajao,
and the Interpretive Center in Guinsiliban. To ensure maximum utilization of these learning
centers, partnership with the LGU and the local schools will be facilitated. Furthermore,
CRM best practices and biodiversity resources will be documented and shared to a wider
audience outside of Camiguin through the use of print and electronic (website) media.
4. Expansion of alternative livelihoods and assistance in small-scale enterprise
development, including in ecotourism

The scaling up of proven strategies in obtaining alternative income sources and effectively
expanding into micro-enterprises is a strategy that is congruent to and supportive of
sustained ICM measures. Socio-economic projects generally have dual goals of reducing the
fishing effort and raising the economic standards of fisherfolk. It is in this context that microenterprise development is pursued.
The Project strategy to improving rural incomes will mainly be through: (i) creating definite
socio-economic opportunities and options that aim to reduce dependence on fishing, and
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(ii) supporting alternative income-generating opportunities that are either not dependent
on coastal resources to enable superfluous fishing efforts to exit from the fisheries or add
value to already existing fishery products to minimize wastage and lessen excessive fishing
pressure just to maximize catch due to the low prices that unprocessed fish produce create .
This will hopefully drive: (i) the development of more responsive local policies, strategies
and actions designed to successfully achieve alternative employment creation; (ii) the
creation of an investment portfolio for coastal communities that can be marketed to
financing institutions; (iii) the promotion of project-assisted livelihood/micro-enterprise
endeavors as a feasible market for micro-financing institutions, since there is a growing
recognition of the importance of microfinance as a pivotal development tool for poverty
alleviation in coastal communities; and (iv) the enhancement and optimization of the
nature-based tourism potential of the Island Province of Camiguin.

d. Implementation Arrangements
CCRMP Phase 2 has adopted a simplified and streamlined management and implementation
structure in view of the shorter project period and the reduced external funding from the
New Zealand Aid Programme. The main features of the streamlined coordination and
implementation structure were as follows:


The Provincial Government of Camiguin and the DENR-PENRO served as co-managers of
Phase 2, with the PPDO serving as the focal office in overseeing the implementation of
the Project at the local level. The DENR-Region 10 wasresponsible for monitoring and
evaluation of the Project. For Phase 2 implementation, the Management Services
Contractor (MSC) was the New Zealand- based consulting company, the FCG-ANZDEC
in partnership with a Cebu-based NGO, the Coastal Conservation and Education
Foundation (CCEF) with the MSC team based at the CCRMP Office, at the DENR-PENRO
Office in Mambajao, and was working closely with the Provincial Government through
the Provincial Planning and Development Office and the DENR-PENRO.



The MSC was responsible for spearheading the implementation of Phase 2, provided
technical assistance and secretariat support, served as a conduit for funds, and guided
implementing partners to ensure smooth implementation of planned activities with the
municipal LGUs as the main implementing agencies of the Project. The MSC team of
consultants and local support staff was composed of the following : a) Team Leader /
Enterprise Development Specialist, b) Enterprise Development Specialist, c) Coastal
Resource Management Specialist, d) Development Communication Specialist, e)
Monitoring & Evaluation Specialist, f) Finance and Administrative Assistant, g)
Community Enterprise Development Technical Assistant, and h)
Office Assistant
/ Project Driver



The Project Steering Committee (PSC) during the Phase 1 implementation was
downsized to the Project Technical Working Group (PTWG) which was chaired by the
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Provincial Governor and the Provincial Planning and Development Officer (PPDO) and
the Provincial Environment and Natural Resource Officer as vice chairs. The municipal
LGUs, national government agencies (NGAs) private sector, NGOs and academe were
represented in this body.


The implementing office at the provincial level is the Provincial CRM Office and at the
municipal level, the CRM Office (CRMO). This is a key implementation strategy to ensure
that CRM will be sustained after the Project phases out.

Chapter 2: Project Achievements and Results
The CCRMP Phase 2 implementation was originally to be implemented within a 2-year
period ( February 2012- March 2014), but mid-way into the project implementation, an
additional no-cost extension was requested by the MSC to cover the time lost during the
2013 national elections and provide more time to the establishment of enterprises which
were halted brought about by the election ban and the change in the leadership in one of
the municipalities, specifically the Sagay LGU. The request for a no-cost extension was
subsequently approved by NZAP in September 2013, which stretched the field
implementation period to a little more 2 and ½ years (March 2012-September 2014).
Within this period, key accomplishments based on the key results framework were
achieved by the Project, even surpassing targets in some areas.

1. Enhancing CRM institutionalization through ownership of
established community–based arrangements and tools
One of the major accomplishments for Phase 1 implementation was the mainstreaming of
CRM in local governance of the municipalities and province of Camiguin. Phase 2
implementation focused on the strengthening of institutional arrangements for CRM
implementation through the following :
a. Strengthening institutional arrangements for CRM implementation . The creation of
the CRM Municipal Technical Working Group (MTWG) and the CRM offices with the
CRM Officers during Phase 1 implementation has paved the way for the
institutionalization of CRM in governance of the municipalities and province of
Camiguin. The second phase has concentrated in working with the CRM officers and
expanding the staffing composition by pushing for additional staff to support the CRM
officers especially in the implementation of the conservation-based enterprises and IEC
programs especially in the municipalities of Mambajao and Guinsiliban where the
Interpretive Centers were established and became operational during Phase 2. At the
policy level , the legislative bodies were more engaged this time especially in the
crafting of polices to support CRM and conservation-based enterprise implementation,
e.g. amendments in MPA ordinance for MPAs identified for eco-tourism promotion and
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user fee implementation, allocation of LGU budget as counterpart for enterprise
implementation, regulation of diveshop operation in the municipalities , etc.

The creation of a PTWG during Phase 1 and which was modified during Phase 2 which
are composed of a multi-sectoral/multi-agency body and convened by the Project every
quarter to discuss Project implementation issues and concerns has brought the LGUs
and assisting organizations together to get updated with the progress of CRM
implementation of the LGUs.
While the regularity of the meetings may not be
sustained after Project life, the mechanism for providing assistance to the LGUs by
appropriate agencies have been established during the Project life. For example, for
coastal law enforcement, the LGUs have already established partnership with the
Department of Agriculture - Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources (DA-BFAR) and
the Philippine National Police (PNP) for joint implementation of capacity building and
enforcement activities, while the DTI which has been engaged in the initial stage of
project implementation has already become a partner of the LGUs in providing
technical and funding assistance in sustaining the enterprises established in each LGU.
The list of institutional arrangement and partnerships has been identified in the
Updated Sustainability Plan document of the Project with at least 15 agencies, and
organizations working with the Project on a sustained period for specific aspect of CRM
and enterprise implementation . 1

The establishment of an implementing mechanisms for enterprise implementation has
also been one of the tasks undertaken by the Project during Phase 2 implementation .
At the provincial level, an inter-agency, multi-sectoral body known as the Enterprise
Development Committee has been established through an Executive Order issued by
the provincial Governor which will take charge of screening, monitoring and providing
oversight functions of all enterprises established by the Project. At the municipal level,
three of the municipalities (Catarman, Mahinog and Mambajao) have created their
enterprise development offices to handle the municipality’s revenue generating
projects. In the municipalities of Guinsiliban and Sagay, their respective Municipal
Treasurer’s Offices handle the implementation of their enterprises.

b. Assistance to LGUs in capacity building activities for CRM implementation which
include the following:

1

CCRMP 2. Updated Sustainability Plan of the Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project Phase2.
September 2014 .
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Dive safety training for coral reef monitoring methodologies as part of
strengthening the skills of the province –wide Composite Monitoring Team in
biophysical monitoring and install dive safety protocols for the team



Marine Wildlife Rescue and Response (MWRR) training to organize and
capacitate the Marine Wildlife and Rescue and Response Team in case there are
cases of marine wildlife stranding in the island



Training on responsible diving , swimming and snorkelling conducted with the
dive shop operators and dive guides as well as boat service operators in
Mantigue Island.



Reef Check Training – In coordination with the UP Marine Science Institute’s
(UP-MSI) PhilCORE Project, re-echoed the training using Reef Check as a
methodology in reef assessment which were adopted by the LGU MPA
assessment team in their regular MPA monitoring activities



Open water SCUBA diving training for additional members of the composite
monitoring team to beef up the team’s capacity and expand the membership
given the declining members of the monitoring team which was trained during
the Phase 1 implementation. This training was followed up by another capacity
building activity on enhancing the skills of the monitoring team both the old and
the new members on coral monitoring and reef data management where
participants were trained on simplified but scientifically accepted coral and reef
monitoring methodologies. This was done to ensure that even without the
assistance of an academically trained professional, biophysical monitoring of
the status of the reefs especially within the MPA areas of the province can still
be done by the composite monitoring team of the province and the
municipalities.



Capacity building for the Camiguin Polytechnic State College for water quality
monitoring . This training and mentoring was undertaken in partnership with
the DENR’s Environment Management Bureau (EMB) . Aside from the training,
the Project also provided funds to beef up CPSC’s laboratory unit though the
acquisition of some laboratory equipment and materials for the conduct of
water sampling and facilitating the analysis within the campus and in Cagayan
de Oro. As a result of this intervention the CPSC Water Quality Monitoring
Team was organized and linked with the DENR-PENRO and EMB for assistance
in periodic conduct o waters quality assessment even beyond Project life.
Results of first round of water quality monitoring was presented by the CPSC
during the 5th PTWG meeting and some issues about the water quality in some
beach areas in Mambajao which prompted the Province and the municipality of
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Mambajao to conduct joint monitoring of waste water management of the
coastal residents and beach resorts in the municipality


Deputation of Fish Wardens . Training and deputation of fish wardens to
strengthen coastal law enforcement at the community level were conducted in
the five municipalities of Camiguin in March 2014 (for Catarma, Guinsiliban, and
Sagay) and in August 2014 (for Mambajao and Mahinog) . This was a joint
endeavour by the Project , the LGUs and the DA-BFAR. About 35 fish wardens
were trained and deputized for each municipality with a total of more than 150
fish wardens all over the province.
Aside from the community
representatives, members of the Philippine National Police (PNP) were also
represented in each municipality The training has also resulted to the
organization of the municipal level Fish Wardens Association and a plan of
action for coastal law enforcement for each municipality.



Production of field guide for coral reef and fish monitoring. To beef up the
capacity of the composite monitoring team , both the old members and the
newly trained monitoring group, 50 copies of the waterproof field guide was
produced. This underwater coral and fish guide features different types of corals
and fish species which are commonly found in the MPAs of Camiguin. Each
member is provided with a copy of this guide. The Camiguin- based divers who
have committed to assist in the biophysical monitoring of the MPAs even
beyond the Project life were also provided with copies of the field guide.

c. Development of an Updated Sustainability Plan
During the last phase of Phase 1 implementation, Sustainability Plan was developed
which spelled out some recommendations for sustaining CRM efforts of the LGUs. This
document then serve as the take off point for the development of the Activity design
Document which served as the framework for Phase 2 implementation. In preparation
for the phase out and to ensure sustainability of CRM and enterprise implementation
beyond Project life, an updated sustainability plan was developed as a result of the
sustainability planning workshop which was conducted on May 21-22, 2014. The
Workshop was attended by about 60 participants representing the municipal and
provincial LGUs, national government agencies, academe, business sector and nongovernment organizations. Outputs of the workshop include the highlight of project
and LGU accomplishments , challenges of issues and challenges for sustainability,
recommendations and actions, sustainability plan per LGU, inventory of resources and
types of assistance the assisting agencies and organizations can provide to the LGUs
and commitment statements by LGUs and agencies to sustain CRM. These then served
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as inputs to the Updated Sustainability Plan document which was submitted to NZAP
last September 31, 20142.

d. Technical assistance to identify and implement new revenue sources for coastal
resource management and sustainability .

The Case Study report on CRM-based Revenue Sources was submitted to NZAP in June
2013. Based from the findings and recommendations of this study with the 3 MPA
areas used as test case ( Pasil Reef or Sunken Cemetery in Catarman, White island in
Mambajao, and Mantigue Island in Mahinog) and the results of biodiversity monitoring
of MPA areas, new MPA areas with potential for eco-tourism promotion and user fee
implementation were identified3. Of the 5 municipalities, Catarman, Mambajao and
Mahinog proceeded in the conduct of community consultations to get the Barangay
Council’s and the community’s support in the identification and promotion of selected
MPA dive destinations to generate revenues as well as the development of a resolution
for the amendment of MPA ordinance allowing certain non-destructive types of
activities (e.g. diving and snorkelling ) in the MPA areas. Furthermore, the study and
the succeeding technical assistance provided by the Project to LGUs to identify new
MPA areas for user fee implementation has also resulted to improved capacity of the
LGUs in the implementation of user fee mechanism as reflected in their efforts to
review the existing policies on municipal user fees for amendment and consulting
stakeholders (e.g. dive shop operators for Mambjao, and the barangay for Catarman),
review revenue sharing mechanism to include people’s organization involved in MPA
management, and link the user fee policies to the implementation of eco-tourism
enterprises in Catarman, Guinsiliban, and Mahinog.
The LGUs’ efforts in stakeholder engagement also resulted in identifying effective
ways of collecting such revenues and at the same time ensuring that the divers do not
create negative impacts to the environment and that MPAs will remain protected with
strong community involvement.
e. CRM Certification
CRM certification system is a system of benchmarking LGU performance in the delivery
of CRM as a basic service, as well as a roadmap for planning future direction and
initiatives. This system was adopted by DENR through the Coastal Resource
Management Project (CRMP) in early 2000 to determine level of CRM implementation

2

CCRMP 2. Updated Sustainability Plan of the Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project Phase2.
September 2014 .
3
CCRMP 2 . Report on CRM-based Revenue Sources. June 2013.
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by an LGU and certified by a Regional Certification Committee4. For Camiguin, thorught
the Life-of-Project all the 5 municipalities conducted their monitoring and evaluation of
CRM plan implementation and submitted their M&E report to the Provincial and
subsequently to the Regional Certification Committee for the certification process. For
Phase 2, Mahinog and Catarman were certified Level 2 and Level 1 respectively while
Mambajao and Guinsiliban were certified level 3 . For Sagay, . the provincial CRM
certification body has confirmed the self evaluation of the municipality as still at Level 1
CRM implementation. The Regional CRM Certification Committee will still convene to
evaluate the report and provided grant CRM certification level to the municipality .
f.

Comparative and baseline monitoring of the old and the newly-established marine
protected areas.

One of the major activities undertaken during Project like was tracking and
documenting conditions and changes in the biophysical status ( corals, reef fishes,
benthic condition ) and management status of the MPAs assisted by the Project either in
its establishment or strengthening phases. During Phase 2, the 14 MPAs established
before Phase 1 CCRMP implementation or what are referred to as the old MPAs were
monitored for the 2-year period (2012 and 2013) to compare changes over time, while
the 16 MPAs which were established during Phase 1 and are referred to and as the
“newly established MPAs “ were assessed to establish a baseline data as basis for
comparative monitoring on the future.
Monitoring activities were all coordinated with the concerned local government units
and community leaders, and were actively participated in by the LGU Habitat
Monitoring Team with the support divers. In addition, newly-trained LGU divers were
able to participate in the monitoring activities which were conducted on the later part
of 2013. This was was beneficial in enhancing both their SCUBA diving and monitoring
methodology skills. The results are presented by group of MPAs assessed from 2008
during Phase 1 and the addition of 16 MPAs with the survey conducted in 2012. The full
report providing detailed discussion and comparative analysis was finalized in July 20145
Monitoring of coral cover. The health of the reef can be determined by the
condition of live coral cover in the area. Below is the data on the live coral cover
monitored by the Project.
Table 1. Summary table of surveyed MPAs (14 MPAs with 2008 baseline) with
percent changes in live coral cover.

4

DENR-CMMO. Monitoring and Evaluating Municipal/City Plans and Programs for Coastal Resource
Management. Coastal Resource Management Project DENR, Cebu City, Philippines. P.10. .
5
CCMP . Report on the Status of Coral Reefs, Coral Reef Fishes and the Management Effectiveness of the
Marine Protected Areas in the Province of Camiguin. July 2014
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MPAs indicating +10% increase
vs 2008 baseline

MPAs indicating -10% decrease
vs 2008 baseline

MPAs indicating equal results
between 2013 vs. 2008 baseline

Binaliwan

600.00

Benoni

-33.33

Kuguita

0.00

San Roque

177.78

Balite

-22.41

Magting

0.00

Cabuan

111.11

Mantigue

-10.71

White Is

33.33

Bugang

-7.41

Kabiling

14.29

Manuyog

-3.57

Lagundi

9.09

Bonbon

4.44
7 MPAs

5 MPAs

2 MPAs

In summary, data shows that in terms of live coral cover percentages among MPAs with
2008 baseline data, highest increase was observed at Binaliwan MPA from 4 % in 2008
to 28% in 2013 and other six MPAs also indicated percent increase. The increase is
attributed to dominance of live coral cover species along with fast growing foliose and
branching types. Benoni MPA registered the highest in terms of decrease in live coral
cover by -33.3% and was mainly due to the damage brought by typhoon Pablo in 2012
while two MPAs showed no change between 2008 and 2013 survey results.
Table 2. Summary table of surveyed New
MPAs (16 MPAs with 2012
baseline) with percent changes in live coral cover presented in order.

MPAs indicating +10% increase vs 2012
baseline

MPAs indicating -10% decrease vs 2012
baseline

Naasag

80.00

South Pob

-45.24

Liong

44.00

Tupsan

-33.33

Catohugan

40.00

North Pob

-21.74

Alangilan

25.00

Tangaro

-18.18

Compol

12.00

Panghiawan

-16.67

Hubangon

11.11

Alga

-14.29

Catibac

-9.52

Baylao

-6.25
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Poblacion

-5.26

Lawigan

-4.26

6 MPAs

10 MPAs

Generally, the percentage live coral cover of surveyed areas with fixed monitoring
blocks show little difference over a one-year span except in cases of extreme natural
calamities and human-induced causes such as illegal fishing and encroachment inside
MPAs.
Of the MPAs with 2012 baseline information, 10 MPAs showed decrease in percent
coral cover with the MPA in South Poblacion, Guinsilban having the highest negative
result (42% in 2012 to 23% in 2013) and again caused by the typhoon Pablo in 2012.
Naasag, Liong and Catohugan MPAs had significant increases in percentage live coral
cover as compared to baseline results.

Monitoring of Fish Species diversity and density . Another indicator for reef health is
the species diversity of fish that are found in the reef area. Data on species diversity and
density tracked over time are presented below.
Table 3. Summary table of surveyed MPAs (14 MPAs with 2008 baseline) with
percent changes in fish species diversity

MPAs indicating 10%+ increase vs 2008
baseline

MPAs indicating -10% decrease vs 2008
baseline

Mantigue
Bonbon
Cabuan
San Roque
Balite

Benoni
Manuyog
Binaliwan
Magting
Kuguita
Bugang
Lagundi
White Is
Kabiling
9 MPAs

5 MPAs

28.57
14.63
12.00
11.11
7.14

-51.22
-41.82
-31.03
-30.88
-29.41
-18.60
-15.79
-8.70
-5.26

Only five MPAs out of 14 with 2008 baseline showed percentage increase with Mantigue
Island illustrating the highest with 28.57% followed by Bonbon and Cabuan. These MPAs
are also becoming dive attractions because of the abundance of fish species found in
these areas.
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The decrease in live coral cover in Benoni MPA caused by the typhoon in 2012 also
affected fish population in the area as among the MPAs with 2008 baseline, it also
indicated the highest decrease in fish species diversity.
Table 4. Summary table of surveyed MPAs (16 MPAs with 2012 baseline) with percent
changes in fish species diversity
MPAs indicating 10%+ increase vs 2012
baseline
Baylao
Liong
Alangilan

5.77
14.29
11.11

3 MPAs

MPAs indicating -10% decrease vs 2012
baseline
Tupsan
North Pob
Hubangon
South Pob
Compol
Catohugan
Naasag
Tangaro
Alga
Catibac
Lawigan
Panghiawan
Poblacion
13 MPAs

-50.00
-37.50
-30.56
-26.47
-24.00
-23.91
-14.89
-14.29
-11.11
-7.69
-6.98
-6.98
-2.22

Only 23% of the MPAs surveyed in 2012 showed percentage increase in fish species
diversity with Liong MPA having the highest increase with 14.29%. The decrease
observed especially in Tupsan is due to its benthic characteristics wherein the area is
dominated with sand providing little habitat for fishes and other aquatic life also similar
to Hubangon MPA. In both North and South Poblacion MPAs in Guinsiliban, the
decrease was again due to the effects of typhoon as it damaged a huge part of the reef
even in the shallow part of these MPAs.
Table 5. Summary table of surveyed MPAs (14 MPAs with 2008 baseline) with percent
changes in target fish species density presented in order.
MPAs indicating 10%+ increase vs 2008
baseline

MPAs indicating -10% decrease vs 2008
baseline

Cabuan
Lagundi
Balite
Mantigue
Bonbon

Bugang
Binaliwan
San Roque
Benoni
Manuyog

125.53
107.27
77.78
72.73
55.10
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-67.01
-46.67
-43.70
-25.00
-25.00

Kabiling
White Is

47.69
5.00

Magting

-2.61

With reference to the 2008 baseline survey, among the MPAs, Cabuan indicated an
increase from 23.5 individuals/250m2 to 53 in 2013 or a 125.5% increase with an steady
average of 45.6 from 2010 to 2013. This indicates that the is recovering in terms of fish
population with indicator species like snappers and grouper frequently observed in the
area. Other MPA that showed significant increase include Lagundi, Balite, Mantigue and
Bonbon.
In Bugang, a 67% decrease was recorded followed by Binaliwan and San Roque MPAs.
Bugang MPA Management Team and community members report steady encroachment
inside the MPAs thus resulting to the decrease. Other reasons for the decrease may be
attributed to movement of such species along the water column during the time of
survey so target species not encountered along the transect areas may not have been t
documented.

Table 6. Summary table of surveyed MPAs (16 MPAs with 2012 baseline) with
percent changes in target fish species density

MPAs indicating 10%+ increase vs 2012
baseline

MPAs indicating -10% decrease vs 2012
baseline

Naasag
Baylao
Liong
Alga
Panghiawan
Alangilan

Tupsan
Tangaro
Hubangon
Lawigan
South Pob
Compol
Poblacion
Catibac
North Pob
Catohugan
10 MPAs

6 MPAs

140.00
94.74
88.24
47.06
28.57
6.06

-58.33
-45.45
-44.44
-29.85
-26.47
-20.37
-19.70
-18.18
-16.67
-13.04

Only six MPAs exhibited percent increase in target fish species density as compared to

10 MPAs showing decrease. The trend observed in many MPAs however, are the
presence and passing of more mobile fish species that come in schools such as fusiliers,
goatfishes and snappers.
In summary, increase in coral cover for the 14 old MPAs (which were established
before CCRMP implementation and has a baseline data in 2008 when the Project
started) was registered for five MPAs with an increase ranging from 4.4%-600% while
the other five MPAs exhibiting decrease ranging from 3.5%-33%. Increase in fish
diversity was also noted in five MPAS and decrease in nine MPAs. In short, while very
high increase was noted in some MPAs, other MPAs also decreased in coral cover and
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fish species diversity, especially those areas which were exposed to typhoon Pablo in
2012. With the unique location and topographical condition of Camiguin Island owing
to its shape and size, its vulnerability to climate and weather conditions is higher as
compared to other islands with bigger land mass and favourable locations hence
increase in coral cover in all 31 MPAs (or at least in the 14 which was established for
more than five years) cannot be guaranteed. As for the 16 newly established MPAs
results are not yet conclusive since monitoring has only been done for the last two
years, during Phase 2 implementation with less than four years life span since its
establishment and management.
g. MPA Networking through GIS mapping and strengthening of MPA Management
Bodies
One of the activities outlined during the Phase 2 implementation is the networking of
the 31 MPAs through the GIS mapping and strengthening of MPA management bodies
which were established during the Phase 1 implementation. In the course of Project
implementation however, the MSC team realized that the GIS mapping of the MPA
areas would take more time, additional technical expertise and financial resources to be
able to do this task. Coincidentally however, the University of the Philippines-Marine
Science Institute (UP-MSI) has included Camiguin province as one of its project sites in
the implementation of the Philippine Coral Reef Resource Assessment and
Rehabilitation Project (PhilCORE) with the conduct of habitat distribution survey using
remote sensing and coastal integrity (vulnerability assessment) study. The Project took
this opportunity to establish partnership with UP-MSI to complement activities through
coordination and data sharing. Technical description of all marine protected areas
along with critical habitats covered was compiled and consolidated to complement
other information gathered by other PhilCORE component team such as for
oceanography and biophysical monitoring. Related studies and data gathering in the
estimation and identification of marine protected area sink and sources were
undertaken in partnership with PhilCORE. The oceanographic team together with local
government unit representatives came up with data on current patterns in random
areas on the island which was part of the report submitted by PhilCORE to the Province
in April 2014. This data was very important because this can be used as basis for the
ecological networking of MPAs in Camiguin.
In line with the formation of the MPA management network, small group meetings at
municipal MPA cluster level were being conducted where issues and concerns of
individual MPAs were discussed and action plans formulated to guide each cluster on
MPA towards the formalization of their municipal MPA clusters. This was followed by a
province-wide MPA Summit attended by representatives of the MPA Management
bodies of 30 MPAs in 5 municipalities of Camiguin conducted last March 27, 2014. This
meeting was coordinated by the Provincial LGU through the Provincial CRM Office with
assistance from the Project. The meeting resulted to the initial identification of
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Municipal MPA cluster chair which will compose the Provincial MPA Network Council.
The group also identified next steps and for the Council to be finally formalized and
functional. During the Project turn-over, the Provincial CRM Office committed to
continue the activities towards the formalization of the Provincial-level MPA network
with assistance from the DENR-PENRO and the Provincial Fisheries Office (PFO).

h. Mainstreaming CRM Budget for Phase 1 and Sustaining Budget Allocation for Phase 2
One of the most important elements for ensuring sustainability of project benefits
beyond the Project life is availability of adequate resources which include human,
natural, technical and financial resources to continue implementation of programmes
and activities and mainstream CRM to local governance and day to day life of the
communities. Often, the lack of financial resources is being cited by LGUs as one main
reason why projects are not sustained after external assistance ends. At the onset of
CCRMP implementation, one of the commitments of LGUs included in the MOA is
providing a CRM Office and personnel who will be responsible for CRM implementation
and allocating budget for CRM implementation.
For six years (2008-2014) the Project has tracked budget allocation of 5 municipalities
The provincial government which is not reflected in the data provided has been
allocating more the PhP 1 million a year for CRM implementation which is concentrated
more on coastal law enforcement and implementation of livelihood programs in the
coastal areas. Below is the budget allocation for CRM and conservation-based
enterprises per year during the Project Life (2008-2014). Budget allocation for seven
years for CRM has been increased very significantly over the years for an average of
498% for the 5 municipalities with Mambajao registering the highest increase of 866%
from 2008 compared 2014 budget.
Table 7: Summary of CRM Budgets for 7 Years of the 5 Municipalities in Camiguin
Province During CCRMP Implementation Period (2008-2013)
Municipa
lity

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

%
Increas
e (from
2008 2014)

Mahinog

193,212

395,509

737,580

351, 220

465, 220

709,420

892,100

461%

Mambaja
o

472,617

1,597,700

1,966,500

966,102

2,092,318

4,079,712

4,097,128

866%

Sagay

214,672

271,500

415, 377

280,220

268,820

279,940

311,080

144%

Catarman

326,669

390,645

572,060

806,060

638,400

1,024,000

917,716

280%

Guinsiliba
n

178,158

202,250

463,320

438,500

519,060

529,060

667,690

374 %
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Total
Budget of
5 LGUs

1,385,328

2,857,604

4,184,837

2,842,102

3,983,818

6,622,132

6,885,714

497%

Note: The significant increase in budget allocation for FY 2013 and 2014 is attributed to the LGUs’
counterpart fund allocation for their enterprise projects as this was included under the CRM category

As already established in the LGU’s budgeting system during Phase 1 implementation,
the CRM- related budget are allocated according to the following budget items:
personnel time which include salaries of CRM staff and honoraria for LGU and
community-based law enforcement personnel e.g, Bantay-dagat, Deputized fish
wardens, travel and transportation cost (which includes the gasoline and
maintenance of CRMP-issued vehicles and enforcement pumpboats); materials which
include the purchase of MPA buoys and markers, communication costs and IEC costs .

2. Creating opportunities for new CRM revenue sources by increasing
visibility of biodiversity and species groups inside MPAs and vicinity
through Ecotourism promotion
As one of the strategies of Phase 2 implementation theme of linking biodiversity
conservation to economics, was the identification and promotion of selected MPA
areas as ecotourism destination for both recreational and educational activities. To be
able to achieve this goal, identifying and documenting the unique species through
underwater photography were undertaken along with the monitoring of the
biophysical status of the MPAs.
Table 7 shows the list of marine protected areas which were subjected to photography
and documentation of unique species groups of ecotourism interest.
Table 8: MPAs identified for Ecotourism Promotion
Mambajao
Kabiling Tupsan
Baylao
White Island
Magting

Catarman
Catibac
Lawigan
Poblacion
Pasil Reef/Sunken
Cemetery

Sagay
Alangilan
Balite

Guinsiliban

Mahinog

South Poblacion
Cabuan

Mantigue Island
Binaliwan
San Roque
Benoni

Development and publication of a booklet and video documentation featuring species
groups of eco-tourism interest found in MPAs. Majors outputs outputs of the 2 year
MPA monitoring for Phase 2 , were the Biodiversity in Camiguin Marine Protected Areas
Booklet6 and and an 8-minute promotional video showcasing what has beed described
in the booklet. These were launched on January 7, 2014 during the celebration of the

6

CCRMP. Biodiversity in Camiguin Marine Protected Areas. (Project Output Document. January 2014)
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Camiguin Foundation Week. The booklet showcased selected MPAs and notable dive
sites along with the unique biodiversity species found in these areas. The Project has
printed 500 hundred copies of this booklet and the Provincial LGU plans to bring copies
of these booklet and the video on their trip to London in November 2014 to attend a
World Tourism Conference. The booklet is also a promotional and learning tool for both
local stakeholders and visitors.

3. Utilizing information, education and communication (IEC)
materials, social mobilization and social marketing techniques to
improve management of MPAs and livelihood/enterprises, and to
increase community buy-in
The use of high impact IEC strategies such as development of MPA Ambassador mascots
for MPA promotion as a social marketing strategy, production/reproduction of IEC and
promotional materials , establishment of Interpretive Centers as learning and
information hub for CRM, using of province-wide regular events as platforms for CRM
education/product promotion have been found as effective IEC strategies for
awareness on CRM such as MPA for ecotourism promotion and habitat enhancement.
Highlights of accomplishments and results under the IEC component are the following:
a. Conduct of pre and post KAP survey to measure effectiveness of CRM and IEC
interventions. As a strategy for measuring effectiveness of IEC intervention and as a
basis for the implementation of IEC strategies, a pre and post Knowledge, Attidtude
and Practices (KAP) surveys were conducted in April –May 2012 and July-August
2014 respectively. The 2012 KAP survey served as baseline for determining changes
in KAP related to MPA management in particular and CRM practices in general. This
was then compared with the results of the post survey conducted a month before
the Project phase-out. Post KAP survey results yielded the following7:
o

o

o
o

7

Improvement by 24% over-all knowledge about MPAs which maybe
attributed to the use of high impact activities and information campaigns,
the use of visible structures medium such as mascots, sinages and marker
buoys, and information materials such as posters, booklets, etc.
Improvement in the knowledge as to the basis for MPA establishment (from
81 % to 99% having knowledge on the ecological and legal considerations
for MPA establishment)
Improvement in perception in the overall MPA governance and reduced
threats to marine sanctuaries.
With regards to the attitudes of respondents towards MPA management, an
overwhelming majority of respondents (98%) were extremely concerned
about the management of marine sanctuaries and enforcement of laws
compared to the 86% in the baseline survey. The 12% improvement in the
respondents' actual feeling or way of thinking about marine sanctuary

CCRMP. Report on Post KAP Survey. August 30, 2014
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activities can be attributed to the increase appreciation on the importance
of MPAs.
o Positive change in attitude towards reporting of anyone who intrudes in the
marine sanctuaries with 82% in the post survey result finding it easy to
report compared to only 68% in the baseline. Reporting of illegal fishers
inside municipal waters has gone up to 80% in the end line data in contrast
to only 56% in the baseline survey.
o As to who should enforce the rules for MPAs, pre and post KAP results
indicated concerted efforts of all stakeholders . An increase of 38% of rate
of reporting of fishing violations as compared to the baseline result.
o As to the use of Mascots as MPA ambassadors , it was reported to have
sparked interest in marine conservation and proven to be effective strategy
in information dissemination strategy during environmental celebrations in
schools however, community exposure was not maximized, hence, the use
mascots should be fully maximized and brought down to the community
level especially during fiestas, local sports events, and other community
gatherings.
b. Conduct of province-wide CRM campaigns dovetailed with province-wide festivals
and events. One of the IEC strategies adopted by the project was to dovetail IEC
CRM campaigns with existing municipal and province wide events such as the
Lanzones festivals, town fiestas, international coastal clean –up, environment and
nutrition months, foundation day , etc. By doing this, we intend to mainstream CRM
themes in their regular events with less effort and financial resources spent for the
preparation and mobilization of such events. These events include:
 In partnership with Enigmata,(an environmental and cultural NGO)
conducted street play with CRM themes and the MPA mascots in all
municipalities during the Month of the Ocean (May, 2013))
 In partnership with Dep Ed, organized a seacamp for Special Science Clubs
of the elementary schools in Mambjao during the environment month (
September 201, 3); in celebration of Nutrition month (July 2013) conducted
information campaign on CRM during the culmination activities of selected
elementary schools in the 5 municipalities
 Celebration of the International Coastal Clean-up day (September 20122014)
 Celebration of Hibokhibokan and Lanzones Festivals ( incorporating water
sports and promotion of the ecotourism enterprises); 2012 and 2014 fiesta
celebration of Catarman adopting a CRM theme
 Promotion of enterprise products of the municipalities during the
municipality’s foundation day celebration
 Mobilization of MPA ambassadors during the Provincial Foundation Day
c. Production/reproduction of CRM and Enterprise promotional materials
Materials support is very crucial to IEC implementation. For the whole duration of
Phase 2 implementation, the Project was able to produce/reproduce 23 IEC
materials which include
coloring books for children, posters,
booklets,
promotional brochures and posters, videos, etc with a total of 28,388 copies/pieces
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distributed to recipients which are composed of the provincial and municipal LGUs,
NGAS, Camiguin tourism sector, schools, communities and local and foreign guests
to the island. Majority of these materials were produced by the MSC team using
information gathered or generated from experiences
during
Project
implementation. For educational materials, the Project make use of what is already
existing and relevant to Camiguin and just have these reprinted with permission
from the original source, e.g. FISH Project of USAID, CCEF , Camiguin Tourism
Association etc. By doing this, the Project has saved time and financial resources
and was able to establish strategic partnership for enterprise promotion and raising
awareness on CRM in the province.

The original plan of setting up billboards in strategic locations in the province was
re-directed to other forms of promotional collaterals such as brochures and posters
which still support the promotion of MPAs as diving destinations. This decision to
shift from billboards to other forms of promotional materials stems from the
feedback and increasing demands for more brochures from resort owners and other
travel agencies such as the Cebu-Pacific Office

Table 9. List of IEC Materials Produced /Reprinted and Recipients
IEC Materials

Quantity

CCRMP 2012 Calendar

500 pcs

Ist Edition of Camiguin
Travel Map

20,000 pcs

2nd Edition of
Camiguin Travel Map

500 pcs

Marine Animal
Costumes
Camiguin Tourism
Brochure

10 pcs

Booklets on Coral Reef
Protection
DVD's ( w/ 8
Environmental topics
on the coastal

1,000 copies

5,000 copies

200 copies

Recipients
Department of Education,5 LGU's
Camiguin Tourism Association
PLGU,30 Barangays,Partner Agencies
Camiguin Tourism Association, Cebu Pacific
Airlines,Eco-Tourism Students (CPSC);Lagoon
Aqua-sports, 5 LGUs
LGU Mahinog,Cebu Pacific Airlines
Agohay Beach Resort,Cebu Travel
agencies,Camiguin Interpretative Center,Dive
Specials,Villa Paraiso
Mambajao Interpretive Center, Guinsiliban
Interpretive Center
Provincial Tourism Office, Lgu-Mahinog,Cebu
Pacific,Cebu Travel Agency,Camiguin
Interpretative Center,Dive Specia,Villa Paraiso,
Mambajao Interpretative Center,
Guinsiliban Interpretive Center, DEPED
Mambajao Interpretative Center, Guinsiliban
Interpr etive Center,
DEPED (for distribution to Elementary &
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ecosystem

Highschool)

Poster "Diving More
Fun in Camiguin"

500 copies

Department of Tourism - Reg. 10, Provincial
Tourism Office, Camiguin Tourism Ass., 5 LGU's,
30 Barangays, Partner Agencies

MPA Ambassador
(MASCOT)
Underwater Field
Guide & Slateboard
Point Intercept
Transect Data Form &
Fish Visual Census
Data Form
Coral Reef Activity
Book (Re-printing)
MPA Biodiversity
Booklet
Catarman Ecotourism
Enterprise Brochure
Cabuan Coastal and
Village Tour Brochure
Video on Camiguin’s
underwater marvels
CCRMP
Accomplishment
Video
TOTAL

5 pcs

5 LGUs

50 copies

5 LGUs

18copies

Mahinog LGU ,Sagay LGU
Mambajao LGU, Catarman, Guinsiliban

1000 copies
600 copies

Mambajao Interpretive, Guinsiliban Interpretive
Center
Provincial Tourism Office

2,000 copies

Catarman LGU

2,000 copies

Guinsiliban LGU

(e-copy)

CCRMP and LGUs

(e-copy)

CCRMP and LGUs

28, 388 copies/pcs

d. Development of “MPA Ambassadors” mascots per municipality representing
flagship species. The development of MPA Ambassadors through the use of
mascots representing the municipality’s CRM flagship species was used as a social
marketing strategy under the IEC component of the Project. The process of
developing these mascots included a workshop conducted on the first year
(September 2012) attended by LGU and community representatives from each
municipality they have to decide on the flagship species each municipality will
adopt based from the results of the biodiversity monitoring conducted by the MSC
together with the provincial composite monitoring team. Part of the workshop was
also developing the personality of the mascot, message that each will bring
especially in relation to the protection of their MPAs and drawing the physical make
up of these mascots. Below are the mascots of the municipalities.
Table 10. MPA Ambassadors (Mascots) of the 5 Municipalities
Municipality

Name of MPA
Ambassador

Flagship Species Being Represented

Mambajao

Baby Pagang

Branching Corals Corals found in White
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Mahinog

Kuya Inggo, the
Enforcer

Guinsiliban

Aleyah

Sagay

Mucoy da Mucos

Catarman

Tuti the Turtle

Island, Baylao, and Tupsan MPAs
Jacks or locally known as “Inggatan” which
are abundant in the Mantigue Island Nature
Park; Mahinog is also known for its active
coastal law enforcement; hence the
mascot personality of an enforcer
Butter fly fish (moorish idol) found to be
abundant in Cabuan MPA
Squid which are abundant in the municipal
waters of Sagay, part of promoting Sagay
as squid capital of Camiguin, enterprise
project is also on squid drying
Turtles are found in the Catarman MPAs ,
municipality want to promote this as their
flagship species for tourism promotion

With the help of an artist, the mascot’s physical make up were finalized by getting
feedbacks of some stakeholders on their physical appearance and the actual
production was done in Manila. After the launching of the MPA Ambassadors in
January 2013, , their active involvement in the events which started in May until
July 2013 has paved the way for their entry at the community level specifically in
areas where there are marine protected areas. Specifically for Mambajao and
Guinsiliban, the MPA Ambassadors are already part of the educational sessions
conducted with school children who visit the Interpretive Centers with regular
schedules already being implemented at the Interpretive Center of Mambajao. The
biggest challenge though lies on the other LGUs to make these more visible at the
community level as well as the schools by assigning and training a regular staff to
serve as the mascot and be available during community and school activities.

e. Establishment of CRM interpretive Center for Mambajao and enhancement of
Guinsiliban Interpretive Center . Another visible achievement under the IEC
component was the establishment and operationalization of CRM interpretive
Centers in the municipalities of Mambajao and Guinsiliban.
The original structure for the Mambajao Interpretive Center was built in Brgy.
Yumbing during Phase I. During Phase 2 implementation however, existing space
was determined to be too small to host the proposed interactive exhibits and
panels. The municipality thus decided to find a bigger space and to use the existing
structure as a barangay souvenir shop instead.
The Municipality of Mambajao, upon consultation with the Provincial Government,
identified a provincial government building, the Pavilion Tourism Center located at
the heart of Barangay Poblacion, Mambajao, as a better site for the Interpretive
Center. The Municipal Government partnered with the Provincial Government to
house the Interpretive Center in the latter’s property. Both parties agreed to
establish the Interpretive Center in the new site. The Project also linked up with
PHIVOLCs for the installation of an interactive volcano in the center. The final
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installation of the interactive volcano with PHILVOLCS providing technical assistance
was completed in early February 2013.
The Mambajao Interpretive Center was inaugurated on 7 January 2013 through the
signing of a Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) between the Province of Camiguin
represented by Governor Jurdin Jesus M. Romualdo and the municipality of
Mambajao represented by Mayor Maria Luisa D. Rumualdo. The partnership
between the LGU in Mambajao and the Province of Camiguin pulled more resources
for the implementation of the Interpretive Center and opened greater opportunities
for collaboration such as the Dep Ed. A regular staff has been assigned by the LGU
to cater to the visitors such as school children who will come to visit and learn about
the island’s coastal and geographical make up. The Center also houses the MPA
Ambassador, Baby Pagang who also serves as messenger for coastal and
environmental conservation. Learning activities for children and students were also
developed .
Enhancement of the existing Interpretive Center for Guinsilban include the
improvement of the physical structure and area through improvement of the front
area of the Center, installation of signage , mangrove nursery and CRM panels
inside the Center, provision of information materials , and training of CRM staff for
interpretation and public education re: CRM. The project also assisted the LGU in
linking with the Dep Ed to encourage full utilization of the Center through the
conduct of art workshops, orientation of science teachers on CRM and development
provision of information materials to be used for their science classes.
f.

Use provincial and municipal websites as marketing links for enterprise and dive
destinations . The Project has provided assistance to the provincial local
government unit in the renovation of the provincial website, Camiguin.com.ph, to
host coastal resource management documents of the different municipalities and
promote marine protected area as destination for diving. The site is a designed like
online shopping of destinations and products in the province. A meeting with
CRMOs and their respective IT staff was conducted on the last quarter of 2013
where the Provincial website was presented to the group and discussion on how
this could be linked with the LGUs ensued. It was found out that most of the LGUs
website has not been updated due to some problems with renewal of their contract
with the host server. In the absence of a functional municipal website, the MSC
team has assisted the LGUs using other internet platforms to promote their
enterprises. In the case of Mahinog, the MBDO was helped to set up an FB account
for the Taguines Aquasport and Recreation Facility so that its services will be
advertised online. As for the Guinsiliban and Catarman ecotourism destinations,
the Project linked with Cebu-based Grassroots Travel to include these areas in their
online promotion .
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g. Documentation of CRM best practices through tri-media (outside of Camiguin)
and development of report on CRM best practices.
In the early part of 2013, the Project was able to tap the Cebu-based print media,
the Sunstar Daily News to feature Camiguin Island in the Environment and Science
Section (the good earth) which was released sometime in January 2013. The article
described CCRMP’s assistance to LGU in managing marine and coastal resources. In
the same month, another newspaper, The Freeman’s, featured a three-page cover
story, “Experiencing Nature’s Beauty in Camiguin”, under its Lifestyle section. Both
newspapers published the same story online. The use of print media to promote
Camiguin outside of the province especially Cebu was one way of getting the
attention of the readers about Camiguin as a place to visit and explore the marine
environment as well as know more about its efforts in managing its coastal
resources. CRM efforts such as the establishment of MPAs were also featured on TV
channel 5 “Pinoy Explorer” episode on the last quarter of 2013 and a maiden
episode of a new tv program in a Lifestyle channel under ABS CBN featured the
beauty of the province and the various enterprises developed and assisted by
CCRMP. An article featuring the underwater photo contest and exhibit and book
launching was posted on the province's website.
The Project also produced a report on the CRM best practices8 to capture and
consolidate the worthwhile endeavours of the Project.

4. Expansion of alternative livelihoods and assistance in small-scale
enterprise development, including in ecotourism
The main theme of Phase 2 implementation which is linking conservation with
economics is the focus of the bulk of activities for Phase 2. In the Activity Design
Document (ADD) Project targets for enterprises to be established is at least 1
enterprise per municipality. Within Project life, this target has been surpassed
with 8 enterprises , either product or eco-tourism based, were established and
operational at different stages of Project Life.
Table 11: Summary of Enterprises Implemented 9
Municipality/
Total Project Cost

Name and Nature
of Enterprise

Project
Proponent/
Beneficiary

CCRMP
Funding

LGU/Proponent
Counterpart

8

CCRMP. Report On Mechanisms And Institutional Arrangements For Replication Of CRM Best Practices In
Camiguin. (Project Output). June 2014
9

CCRMP. Manual on Enterprises for CRM in Camiguin Province. ( Project Output). August, 2013.
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Mambajao
PhP 1,840,000

Production of
Bottled Sardines
(Product
Development)

LGU/ 10 from the
Kalipi Association
Women of Agoho
Mambajao

PhP 325,000
(initial)
PhP
500,000.00
(Additional)
Total: PhP
825,000.00

Mambajao –PhP
1,000,000.00
Province – PhP
15,000

Mahinog
PhP 1,412,200

Development of
Taguines Lagoon
Aguasport and
Recreation Facility
(Tourism Service)

LGU/ Fishers as
Boatmen/ Guides
and Women as
Culinary Service
Providers

PhP
1,175,000

LGU MahinogPhP 197,200.00
DENR - PhP
40,000

Guinsiliban

Seaweed Farm
Operation
(Mariculture)
Operated for 1
production cycle
only and found to
be not viable

Cabuan Seaweed
Growers with the
LGU as Facilitator

PhP 182,111 LGU / Seaweed
Growers - PhP
56,750
BFAR, PhP
75,000.00

Coco-sap Sugar
Production

Coco-sap
producers/tuba
gatherers, fisher
families

PhP
769,000.

Cabuan Coastal
and Village Tour

Cabuan fisher
PhP
families, barangay 468,000.
officials

PhP
313,861(seaweed
farming)

PhP1,351,000
(Coco-sugar)

PhP 578,000
(Cabuan Coastal
and Village Tour)

Catarman
PhP 1,825,000.00
(Pasil Reef Ecotourism Support)
PhP P535,000.
(Punta Dive,
Snorkeling and
Paddling Tour
Package)
PhP 644,000.
(Blue Lagoon,
Fund Dive..)

PhP 30,000.00
PO- PhP 252,000
(lot for
production
facility)
DOLE- PhP
300,00
LGU- PhP
30,000.
PO- 50,000.

1. Pasil EcoBonbon
PhP
tourism Support
Fishermen
1,393,070
Services Enterprise Association, Food
and handicraft
suppliers

LGU PhP
390,000.00
DENR PhP
42,000

2.

Punta Dive,
Snorkeling
and Paddling
Tour Package

Private Sector
PhP
(Coral Dive Resort 453,720.00
and Fishers as
Service Providers)

Private SectorPhP 82,650

3.

Blue Lagoon
Fun Dive,
snorkelling
and Paddling
Tour Package

Private Sector
(D&A Resort and
Fishers as Service
Providers)
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PhP500,000. Private SectorPhP 144,000.

Sagay
PhP 1,677.00

Sagay Fishery
Product
Improvement &
Marketing Project

KASAMMA
Fishers’
Association

TOTAL: PhP
10,176,061.00

PhP
1,025,000.0
0

LGU PhP
220,000.
PO 90,000
DENR – PhP
40,000
BFAR 50,000.
DTI 250,000

PhP
6,790,901
(67%)

PhP 3,385,160
(33%)

Total project cost enterprises including counterpart funds was PhP 10,176,061. 00 with
CCRMP funding of about PhP 6,790,901 comprising 67% of total project cost and PhP
33% comprising counterpart funding provided by the LGU, NGA partners, project
beneficiaries/business operators such as the Po or th private sector partners.
Over-all there were 9 enterprises initiated and out of these, 8 enterprises have reached
its operationalization phase. The seaweed production which was pilot tested at the
early phase of Phase 2 implementation was found out to be not viable given the limited
area for seaweed production, vulnerability to seasonal changes due to the
topographical make up of the island and environmental conditions of the area such as
the presence of grazers within the production area.
The establishment of these enterprises underwent a process outlined below:
a. Development and establishment of screening, monitoring and funding mechanism
for enterprises - One of the tasks undertaken on the first quarter of Phase 2 was
the development of a “Framework for Support to Enterprise Development” which
was completed and presented during the PTWG meeting in May 2012. The
framework outlines the guiding principles for the implementation of enterprise
development, and sets out the criteria for enterprises to be supported in Phase 2.
Along with these, an Enterprise Development Committee (EDC) composed of NGA
partners, private sector representative and the Provincial Government was formed
with the main functions of screening and approval of business plans submitted,
monitoring of the progress of enterprise implementation, providing technical
support and linking business enterprises to possible funding and technical assistance
for sustainability and providing oversight functions as needed.
b.

Conduct of focus group discussions (FGD). To ensure a more participatory,
collaborative and transparent process in the identification and approval of the
business proposals and plans, the Project has required that project identification
should undergo a consensus building process through the conduct of focus group
discussions (FGDs) with possible project proponents, LGU representatives and other
stakeholders. The FGDs were conducted in each municipality with CRM teams
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composed of the Municipal Planning and Development Coordinators (MPDCs), CRM
Officers (CRMOs), Municipal Agriculture Officers (MAOs), the Local Chief Executives
(LCEs) in the case of Mahinog and Sagay, Municipal Business Development Officer ,
and other stakeholders, e.g., fishers, private sector . Follow-up meetings were then
conducted to assist the LGUs develop their proposed enterprise/s and develop a
concept proposal for further development into a business plan
c. Preparation and approval of business plans. To guide the LGUs and proposed
business operators in the final identification of their enterprises and the preparation
of their respective business plans, a business planning workshop was conducted in
June 2012 with the Department of Trade and Industry (DTI) as the Project’s main
partner in business plan development/preparation.
The process of identifying the above enterprises in the context of coastal resource
management abides with clear guidelines and criteria as what type of enterprises
could be supported by the Project. Viability of enterprises identified are established
through the development of business plans which consider every aspect of business
development and operations such as availability of raw materials, market niche,
capital outlay, financial aspects, return of investment, institutional arrangement,,
marketing and promotion, etc. Since enterprise development in the context of CRM
is implemented with strict environmental compliance and considerations on the
positive contribution to easing fishing pressure in the coastal areas, criteria for
environmentally sound enterprises are also set in place This process of enterprise
development from enterprise identification to implementation and monitoring of
progress in implementation are made possible through partnership building with
the Provincial LGU, private sector and national government agencies such as the
Department of Trade and Industry (DTI), Department of Environment and Natural
Resources (DENR) , Department of Tourism (DOT), Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic
Resources (BFAR) Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) , Philippine
Coconut Authority (PCA), etc. The above-mentioned agencies were tapped
depending on the needs of each enterprise. For example the tedious process of
business proposal development was facilitated by DTI, while capacity uilidng for
tourism services and coco-sugar making were provided by DOR and PCA
respectively.
For the 1st year of Phase 2 implementation only the business proposals of
Mambajao, Mahinog and Catarman were submitted and approved, and
commencement of project implementation followed. Profiles of potential and
actual business operators/beneficiaries were gathered to provide a baseline for
their socio-condition at the onset of Project implementation. For the 2nd year of
project implementation, The enterprises of Guinsilban (cocosugar production)
became operational in in April 2013 and the Sagay Squid and Fish processing started
full operation in December 2013.
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On the 2nd half of 2013, with the approval of the additional 6-month no-cost
extension of the Project, additional funding window for the establishment of new
conservation-based enterprises or to support existing ones was approved proposed
by the PTWG and approved by NZAP. The additional activities were largely in
response to the low utilization rate of the budget for enterprise development. This
additional funding window is intended to support through small grants, already
existing viable enterprises in terms of product improvement, marketing and
promotion, expansion, etc., as well as supporting ecotourism-based services in
selected MPA areas such as diving and snorkelling. Initial fund ceiling was PhP
200,000. However, during the 5th PTWG meeting held in January 22, 2014 , with the
EDC approval, the fund ceiling was increased to Ph 500,000 due to reasons already
indicted in the earlier part of this report. With this opportunity , four additional
projects were proposed and approved by the EDC, as follows:

a.

-

Mahinog - Enhancement of the Mantigue Nature Park Mini-forest
Boardwalk (PhP 200,000)

-

Guinsiliban – Cabuan Coastal and Village Tour (PhP 538, 000)

-

Catarman - Punta Fun Dive, Snorkeling and paddling Tour ( PhP 453,070)

-

Catarman - Blue Lagoon Fn Dive , Snokleing and Paddling Tour Package
(PhP 500,000)

Establishment of enterprise network and support system – From the onset of
enterprise implementation, the Project was able to bring different national
government agencies, organizations and private sector together to provide
assistance to the beneficiary/business operator groups and their respective LGUs
starting from identification of their enterprises, to development of business plans
and implementation of their respective enterprises. Below
Table 12: Collaborating agencies/organisations for enterprise development
implementation and Sustainability

Agency
DENR- Region 10
and PENR Office

Areas of collaboration/partnership
Provision of counterpart funds for the development of
the docking facility for the Taguines Lagoon Aqua Sports
Facility, Sagay Fish Processing, and Catarman Pasil Reef
Ecotourism Support Enterprise

Department of Trade Business plan preparation, capacity building, materials
and Industry
and other technical inputs for Sagay and Guinsiliban
Other possible production based enterprises (bamboo
product development, etc.)
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Bureau of Fisheries
and Aquatic
Resources

Technical inputs and counterpart assistance for the
Sagay Fish processing proposal
Capacity building for the sardines production for
Mambajao

Philippine Coconut
Authority

Technical inputs, capacity building, product development
and marketing promotion for coco-sugar enterprise

Department of Labor
and Employment

Registration of the GUINCOSUPA as PO; provision of
counterpart funds for coco-sugar enterprise in the
amount of PhP 300,000.00

Provincial
Government Unit of
Camiguin

Facilitation and leadership for EDC; oversight and policy
support; capacity building support to the sardines
production

Department of
Tourism

Marketing and promotion of eco-tourism services and
products in Mahinog, Catarman and Guinsiliban

Department of
Science and
Technology

Nutrient and shelf-life analysis of coco-sap sugar

Camiguin Tourism
Association

Marketing of the coco-sugar; marketing and promotion
of the Taguines Lagoon Aqua Sports Facility

ECHOsi Foundation

Marketing of the coco-sugar; as of September, ECHOsi
Foundation has committed to buy 500 kilos of produced
coco-sugar until December 2013, using NZAP funds
provided for their Great Women Brand Project

Fair Trade Shop,
Cebu City

Marketing of coco-sugar and dried squid

Sangkalikasan
Producer’s
Cooperative


Monitoring of the MPA of Cabuan in support to
the Cabuan Coastal and Village Tour

Possible funding and materials support to
capacitate Cabuan Snorkel Guides

Xavier University


Capacity building for Cabuan Coastal and Village
Tour in Clam garden management and interpretation

b. Capacity building for enterprise management . Building capacities of business
operators to manage their enterprises , improve products and services and
strengthening their organizations comprise the bulk of assistance provided by the
project. Capacity building activities are built-in mechanisms for enterprise
implementation of the Project. For the whole duration of Project life, the following
training and capacity building were undertaken :
Table 13. Capacity building activities conducted for the duration of Project life
Municipality/
Name of Enterprise

Capacity Building/Training Activity
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Agency Partners

All 5 municipalities



Business Proposal/Plan Workshop

DTI, DENR, Provincial
Government, BFAR

Guinsiliban /
Seaweed Farm
Operation and
Coco-sugar
Production



Peer Mentoring on Seaweed Growing by
Mantigue Island Seaweed Growers

BFAR, 2 Seaweed Growers
from Mantigue as
Resource Persons



On-site Hands-on Training on Seaweed
Growing

BFAR

Guinsiliban
/Cocosugar
Producers’
Association



Coco-sap Sugar Orientation and Hands-on
Training
Coco-sugar making orientation and hands-on
training
Study Tour to Gingoog Coco Producers Coop
Organizational Development/Value
formation training for Coco-sugar Producers
Business enterprise Development
Training/Best Game on Enterprise
Development
Training on Good Manufacturing Practices
Strategic Marketing Seminar
Mentoring on establishing market linkage
with CTA
Training on record keeping and financial
recording

Phil. Coconut Authority
(PCA)

Orientation meetings on development of
coastal and village Tour
Training on Tour guiding and interpretation
Training on Snorkeling guideship and marine
ecosystem interpretation
Training in Culinary development, food
preparation and demonstration
Cross visit to existing community-based
ecotourism sites in Cebu

Mr. Jimmy Barrientos
(Camiguin Travel and
Tours)
Dive Special (Diveshop
operator)
Camiguin School of Arts
and Trade (CSAT)
Olango Ecotourism Group
Bojo Aloguinsan Ecotourism Ass .(BAETAS)










Guinsiliban/ Cabuan 
Coastal and Village
Tour association








Mahinog /
Tanguines Lagoon
Aquasports and
Recreation Facility







DTI
DTI
DTI
DTI and UP -ISSI

Workshop on developing the tour itinerary
and pricing o f the tour package
Session in developing of the Interpreter’s
script for village life demo
Dry run of the tour itinerary and culinary
preparation
Study Tour to CAMSUR Water sport
Complex, Donsol Ecotourism Program, La
Mesa Dam Eco-Park
Training on frontline service providers
Training on Kayak , pedal and paddle boat
guiding
Cross visit to existing community-based
ecotourism sites in Cebu (facility Managers
and staff)
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LGUs of Camarines Sur
and Donsol, Sorsogon
DOT-10

Mambajao/ Bottled 
Sardines Production 



Sagay/ Processed
Fishery Product
Enhancement and
Marketing






Catarman/Pasil reef 
Ecotourism Support
Servcies

Catarman/ Blue
Lagoon Fun Dive,
Snorkelinga nd
Boating Tour
Package
Catarman /Punta
Dive, Snorkeling and
Boating Tour
Package





Hands-on Sardines Training
Training on Product development ,
packaging and marketing
Training on good manufacturing practices
Product development mentoring

On-site product development sessions
Cross visit to Cebu and Limasawa Island to
learn effective processing techniques of
squid and fish and establish market linkage
Mentoring on improving packaging, record
keeping, and financial management ,
marketing and promotion

BFAR-10, Provincial
Government (PAO), DTI
DTI
DTI

DTI

Dive Special, Grassroots
Training on Snorkeling Guideship and
Travel
Marine Ecosystem Interpretation
Cross Visit to existing community-based ecotourism sites in Cebu
Training on Tour Guiding and Interpretation Camguin Travel and Tours
Planning workshop on implementation
phase of the tourism-based enterprises
Session on formulation of guidelines for
service providers of the 3 enterprises and
orientation on the user fee system of the
LGU to be adopted in the 3 areas.

c. Status of Enterprise Implementation and Economic Benefits . The implementation
of the above-mentioned enterprises are already on their operational phaseat
different levels of implementation during the hand-ove rphase in Septemebr 2014.
It must be noted that only four or 50% of these enterprises started operating only
on the 2nd year (2013) of Phase 2 implementation , while the remaining started
operating in 2014 with 3 new enterprises launched a couple of months before
project hand-over . despite the time limitations however, so much headway has
already been achieved which would indicate that even with the completion of
Project life, these will be sustained by the business operators with the network of
support mechanisms already established by the Project. Below is the summary of
the status of enterprises as of the Project hand-over as well as economic benefit
gained by the project operators/participants:
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Table 14: Status of Enterprises and Economic Benefits Gained
Name of
Enterprise

Status of implementation and Economic Benefits gained as of
Project Phase-out

1. Mambajao Production of
bottled
sardines
(Productbased
Enterprise)

Current status- Production facility was completed in August 2014 and
already operational with the LGU providing the bulk of counterpart ;
10 KALIPI women trained and capacitated; additional funding
provided for added equipment and provide operational capital for the
women operators to produce the sardines without being dependent
on the CRMO to source out the raw materials. Production has been
intermittent because it took longer to complete the Production facility.
The DTI, PAO and DA-BFAR have committed to continue provide
capacity building, product development and marketing and promotion
of the product. Since this enterprise is operated by the LGU,
marketing and promotion is also spearheaded by the LGU.
Economic Benefits. Despite the absence of the production facility in
2013, the LGU was still able to produce 401 bottles of Spanish sardines
and in July-September 2013 1,200 bottles were produced. Six (6) of
the KALIPI women were employed by the LGu starting July 2014 with a
daily rate of PhP 223 and an equivalent of about PhP 5,300.

2.

Mahinog –
Development
of Taguines
Lagoon
Aguasport
and
Recreation
Facility
(Tourism
Service)

Current Status - The facility is fully operational with the LGU and
operator and 10 fishers trained to provide boating and guiding services
. For 17 months of operation however, a low turn out of visitors have
been observed due to the weak promotion efforts from the LGU and
the need to upgrade additional amenities such as food and beverage .
The LGU has committed to allocate budget for 2015 for improved
operation and maintenance of f the facility. Additional funding was
sourced out from the DOT for additional stand-up paddle boat and this
has been integrated in their 2015 annual budget. The biggest
challenge faced by the LGU as the business operator is to promote
this as an emerging eco-tourism destination in the province by linking
this with the market sector starting with the Camiguin Tourism
Association and with assistance from the Provincial and Regional
Tourism Offices.
Economic Benefits - Total income from fees for 17 month operation
(April 2013-August 2014) was PhP 210,161. The 10 fisher trained to
be guides render their services on rotation basis with and average of
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5-6 days a month and earning an average of PhP 582 for the 5 days
rendered and not including tips that they would get from the visitors.
The Benoni Fishermen’s Association also gets 5% share of the income
of the facility.

3. Guinsiliban Coco sugar
Production
(Productbased)

Current status- The Guinsiliban Cocosugar Producers’ Association has
total membership of 25 individuals consisting of 12 families, is already
organized with DOLE accreditation and has undergone series of
capacity building activities with the Production ion facility already
completed with current production capacity of at least 50 kilos per
week. The challenge now lies in the marketing and promotion of the
product and improving the packaging technology by providing
additional information such as shelf life and nutritional value l analysis
of the product. The Project has facilitated linkage with the DOST who
has committed to do the nutritional content and shelf life analysis in
coordination with the LGU. DTI has committed to assist in the
marketing and promotion of the product. The DOLE has already
approved an additional funding of PhP 300,000. to support increased
production and product development .
Economic benefit - Since March 2013 until September 2014, total
production of the group was 1,893 kilos with and average of 105 kilos
per month with an gross income of for the organization PhP 283,950
(at PhP 180/kilo). Average monthly income of individual members
derived from coco-sugar production of sales of raw materials (coconut
toddy) for the coco-sugar production is PhP 3,472 per month .
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4. Guinsiliban Cabuan
Community
Village and
Coastal Tour
Project

Current status . Capacity building for the ecotour operators and
service providers were conducted for Cabuan Community Village
Tour, Pasil Reef Ecotourism Support Services, Punta Fun dive
Snorkeling and Paddling Tour and the Blue Lagoon Fun Dive,
Snorkeling and Paddling Tour. Launching of these eco-tourism
destinations were conducted in August , just a month before the
Project completion. With the LGUs realizing the enormous potentials
for revenue and employment generation, budgets have already been
allocated to support operations for 2015, however more groundwork
assistance in terms of capacity building, organizational development
and financial management as well as marketing and promotion are still
needed by the LGU. Assistance of the DOT , provincial Tourism Office
, DTI and the Camiguin Tourism association are needed for
sustainability of these Projects. The Sangkalikasan in partnership with
DOST, and the DENR have committed to provide technical assistance
and funding support for specific activities of the Project . Xavier has
initiated a capacity building activity for clam garden establishment and
management.
Economic Benefit - This community enterprise was just launched in
August 2014, a month before the project phase out so no concrete
income has yet been derived by the group and the individual
members.

5.

Current Status - With about 21 members, mainly women members of
the KASAMMA fisher organization directly engaged in the Project, this
community enterprise has already took off as a source of dried squid
and other fishery related products with growing market already
established within the municipality and the whole province. With
Project assistance, a production facility was established and a
“pasalubong” or product display established by the managed by the
LGU to support the marketing aspect of the enterprise. With the
maturity level of the organization, their capacity to sustain the
enterprise is more assured with the active support of the LGU and is
already starting to get the attention of other assisting agencies to
provide additional support to the organization such as the DOLE which
has already committed to provide additional funding for the
procurement of a vehicle to transport their products to the mainland
and the DTI for a solar dryer for their squid/fish product.

Sagay Product
Enhancemen
t and
Marketing
Support of
Fishery
Products

Economic Benefit s - Since start of full operation in December 2013
until June 2014, the group has registered production of dried squid
with a total of 4,701 kilos and gross income of PhP 2,498,700.00;
dried anchovy and sardines , 1,575 kilos with a gross income of PhP
148,000.00. Average monthly income of the individual direct
operators (mostly women members) derived from this enterprise is
PhP 1,643 comprising about 36% added to their average monthly
income of PhP 2,433 derived from other livelihood sources. In short ,
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from an average monthly income of PhP 2,433, this has now increased
to PhP 4,548 /month.
6. Catarman Pasil Reef
Eco-tourism
Support
Services
Enterprise
(Tourism
Services)

7. Catarman Punta fun
Dive
Snorkeling
and Paddling
Tour
8. Blue Lagoon
Fun Dive
Snorkeling
and Paddling
Tour
Package

Current Status - This Ecotourism Support Service Enterprise started
to provide snorkelling services in October 2013 while the
development of the area for the construction of a Tourism facility was
ongoing . There were 15 snorkel guides who were trained comprising
80% males and 20% females. Out of this number 12 have proceeded
to become regular snorkel guides and interpreters. The tourism
facility was completed in August 2014 and 2 full time staff wer hired to
man the facility with the 12 snorkel guides as service providers. For
the 2 months operation before the Project Phase-out, significant
increase in visitors were noted . To boost promotion of the area for
snorkelling and diving, promotional brochures were produced .
Seeing the progress made in the physical development and services
provided in the area, the DOT has committed to provide additional
support in terms of service enhancement and technical assistance in
the operation of the enterprise. The Municipal Economic
Development Office (MEEDO) was established by the LGU to manage
LGU enterprises, which include this tourism enterprise.
Economic benefits. The 12 snorkel guides who have started providing
services with corresponding fees in October 2013 and has reported
an average monthly income of around PhP 2400 and their fishing
activity significantly reduced with some already shifted to providing
snorkelling guiding and boating services. The LGU is still starting to
segregate their income derived from this eco-tourism enterprise with
the Barangays and PO revenue share still being processed hence could
not yet be reflected in this report.
Current Status - These 2 new enterprises which models public –
private partnership was just launched in August 2014, just a month
before project phase –out. These areas are ready to accept guests and
service providers are already trained and equipments (snorkels, paddle
boats, etc) are already available. MOA between the private business
operator, the LGU and the barangay still need to be finalized and
marketing and promotion jointly undertaken with the LGU by linking
these areas to the Pasil Reef Eco-tourism Support Enterprise circuit.
Economic Benefit. These enterprises have just been launched and and
the business operators are still on the initial phase of implementation.
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Chapter 3. Best Practices and Lessons Learned
The 2 ½ years of Phase 2 implementation has yielded significant results and brought positive
impact on the governance for CRM as well as lives of the coastal communities whether on the
level of their economic life, CRM awareness, governance, and a sense of pride and ownership
towards their environment . Phase 2 project life maybe relatively short as compared to other
externally-funded projects, the 2 ½ years of project implementation provided many insights ,
best practices and lessons learned that maybe useful for future or similar projects that may be
implemented not only in the Province of Camiguin but on a wider scope /area of application.
One of the outputs of the Project towards the Phase-out stage of the Project was a report CRM
best practices for replication 10 which summarizes good practices and lessons learned gained
from the 2 ½ year of Project implementation. Other lessons which may not have been clearly
reflected in this report are also added in the discussion below:
a. “Linking Conservation with Economics”, an effective theme for engaging partners to
commit to CRM implementation - One of the main outputs for the MSC team when
the Project started in March 2012 was the development of the Project Design
Document (PDD) later known as the Activity Design Document (ADD) which will serve
as a framework for project implementation for the next 2 years of Project life. The
most daunting task for the MSC team was to develop a theme that would make
existing partners to continue to commit to CRM implementation as well enjoin other
potential partners and stakeholders to become active partners. The MSC team was
composed of 5 consultants which include ANZDEC CEO, with diverse backgrounds in
CRM implementation composed of a marine biologist, a generalist CRM specialist and
enterprise development specialist who served as the team leader, IEC specialist and a
project development/M&E specialist. From the brainstorming conducted by the
team, we have come to the conclusion that focusing on strengthening of CRM
institutionalization will not give the partners the “push” needed for them to be
excited to bring their efforts to the next level. We have also realized that we have to
develop a theme that the partners can relate with on economic terms and should be
able to answer their “what’s in it for us to make us commit our time and resources
aside from promoting the integrity of our coastal environment?”.
With these
questions in mind and the given TOR for phase 2 with one of the outcomes focused on
the establishment of conservation-based enterprises the team came up with a theme
on “linking conservation with economics” and came up with corresponding activities
and costed work plan to attain the expected outputs. This theme became the “tag
line” during Project orientation and meetings with existing and new partners in
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Project implementation. On the part of the LGUs, this answered their questions about
how will their investment in conservation efforts bring concrete benefits to their
constituents especially in the areas of livelihood development assistance. Since they
know that some Project budgets were allotted to implementation of “livelihood”
projects, it was easy for them to allocate counterpart budget livelihood assistance
but they still have to wait for the Project to provide financial resources first before
they started to commit actual monies as counterpart. To get across the message that
the Project really meant implementing business out of the use of conservation areas
or existing land-based resources within the community, and not just providing
livelihood assistance (which their existing MSWDO or Agriculture Offices are already
doing) the Project refrained from using “livelihood projects” and instead consistently
used the terms “enterprise” to emphasize the Project’s intent of establishing business
ventures that generates profits and sustainable employment rather than augment
their day-to-day subsistence needs.

Given this new perspective, it was easy for the Project get the other agencies which
were not actively involved in the phase 1 implementation to commit and be active
partners in Project implementation. These partners include the NGAs such as the DTI,
with mandate promoting a robust trade an industry sector of the area, the DOST,
TESDA, DOLE and The Philippine Coconut Authority. On the side of get private sector
the tourism composed of resort owners and dive shop operators begun to get involved
not only in the business side project implementation but on the CRM aspect because
this time it was easy for them to see the link of conservation and economics which
means better coastal management is good for business.
b. Establishing strategic partnership and collaboration at the early stage of project
implementation promotes early buy-in and ownership, builds critical mass of CRM
advocates and facilitates commitments for sustainability. At the onset of Phase 2
implementation, intensive orientation at different levels were conducted, existing
partners convened and new ones identified and engaged through Project orientation,
consultations, and brainstorming on how to collaborate in specific areas of project
implementation, be it on biophysical monitoring and conservation activities,
enterprise development implementation or building awareness through IEC activities.
One of the most active partners that the Project has established was the DTI, where
collaboration was made in the areas of enterprise identification, business planning,
capacity building and assistance in marketing and promotion of products. These
strategic partnership have benefitted both the Project and the agency. For example,
DTI provided the technical expertise for the development of business plans and
capacity building for management of the enterprises, while the Project provided a
platform for the DTI to bring their services to the community level with CCRMP doing
the social preparation and organization development of the POs or business
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operators. This also holds true with other agencies such as the DENR,DOLE, PCA and
DOT. It was also important that their contributions were recognized both formally
and informally. For example in the development of business proposals, a section of
the funding sources were identified with agency counterparts indicated and
monetized. In the markers installed in the production and tourism facilities supported
by the Project, the names of agency partners were inscribed together with the LGUs
and the Project to establish co-ownership and collaborative relationships in Project
implementation. During the sustainability planning workshop and the hand-over
ceremony, it was very easy for these partners to commit to provide assistance to LGUs
because of the investment that their agencies have provided all throughout the
stages of project implementation.

c. Ensuring cost-effectiveness and timeliness of project implementation through
strategic partnership, flexibility and adaptability in field implementation. Given the
lean management structure for implementing the Project, the MSC has adopted
strategic partnership to tap added technical expertise and minimize cost for technical
inputs. For example, instead of getting an outside resource person to provide
technical inputs in business plan development or coco-sugar production technology,
the Project tapped the expertise of the DTI and PCA for the needed inputs. The MSC
was also quick on areas for collaboration which would only require counterpart
sharing instead of bearing the whole cost of the activity. For example, when the need
to train the service providers in basic skills in guest relations and tour guiding, the MSC
learned that the DOT has a regular program for this, so they were tapped to provide
the training with CCRMP bearing the cost of food for the participants while the DOT
for the transportation and professional fee of the resource person. In another
instance, the MSC has also to scrap hiring of a technical expert in GIS mapping of the
coastal areas because the amount allocated in the budget was not enough to hire an
expert to do this and the time was also limited. Learning that the UP-MSI will be
implementing the PhilCORE project in Camiguin where a component of this research
Project is the oceanographic study of the water of Camiguin, strategic partnership
was established and the needed data provided by PhilCORE to the Provincial LGU of
Camiguin.

Adaptability and flexibility at the field level implementation is also important as needs
and conditions in the field evolve/change and sometime it is more practical and cost
effective if we listen to the wisdom of the community /local partners instead of insisting
on what has already been planned on paper. One shining example was when the squid
processing group of Sagay requested the MSC that the funds allocated for the product
packaging and promotion under their approved business plan be re-aligned to buy a
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laptop computer and printer since they spend so much money on the printing of their
label in the internet shop which cost PhP 20/page containing only 6 pcs. of labels.
Under their computation if they will continue to do this in a month’s time the money
they will spend in printing these labels could already buy them a computer and printer.
Given the wisdom of their argument the MSC got the EDC’s approval to re align the
budget . A month after they acquired the laptop and printer, they were very happy to
report that they are now producing their labels, they have ventured into diversifying
their products (peanut butter and polvoron) because they got the recipe from their
research on the internet using their computer. The decision to purchase a computer has
provided them not only with the way to lessen expenses for packaging but also with the
power to access information through the internet (with the help of their children ) and
a sense of pride about the new skill that they have acquired aside from fishing and
fish/squid drying.

At the Project management level, CCRMP has also developed a simple system of
tracking expenditures so that on a monthly basis the team is appraised of the progress
of activities indicated in the costed workplan as well as its corresponding budget .
Despite this however social , administrative and political conditions in the field affect
the pace of implementation , hence the request for another 6-month no-cost extension
was done on the early part of year 2 implementation.

Over-all the flexibility that NZAP, the donor funder
has accorded the Project
management team or the MSC has provided enough elbow room to the team to adapt
its strategies to the changing needs and conditions in the field. This flexibility has also
encourage a mutual trust and collaborative relationship between the Project team and
the stakeholders and made the Project more responsive to the needs of the project
partners and has generated a positive perception towards the Project management
team and the NZAP as a funding partner in particular.

d.Promoting sustainable financing mechanism by the LGUs through user fee system.
One of the achievements of both CCRMP Phase 1 and Phase 2 is making the LGUs
realize that with effective CRM implementation, they can generate revenues through
user fee mechanisms. Within the years of Phase 1 and Phase 2 implementation the
municipalities of Mambajao, Mahinog , and Catarman have generated revenues from
the user fees of their marine protected areas, namely: White Island Marine Park in
Mambajao, Mantigue Island Nature Park in Mahinog, and Pasil Reef/Sunken
Cemetery in Catarman.
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Mantigue Island Nature Park . One of the popular tourist destinations in the island of
Camiguin is the Mantigue Island Nature Park. The collection of user's fee started in 2009
and generated a total amount of Php 655,410. In 2010, a 3% increase in revenue was
observed totalling to Php 674,940. In 2012, a 21% increase in revenues was reported
amounting to PhP 817,096.
White Island Marine Park. An environmental user fee at White Island Marine Park
started in March 2009 on the 2nd year of phase 1 implementation. Data from the
Municipal Treasurer’s Office only provided environmental fees generated from the
tourists going to the white island for swimming and picnic activities only and does not
include fees from diving and snorkelling which amounted to PhP 613,000 in 2009, and
increase to 26% in 2010 (PhP 775,000). In 2011 the revenues increased to PhP
1,051,000. There was however a slight drop of revenues in 2012 at PhP 765,000 owing
to some changes in the management system of the area. At an annual average, White
Island collection range from PhP 750,000 to Php 850,000 excluding diving and snorkeling
fees.
Pasil Reef/Sunken Cemetery MPA. Initially, the municipality of Catarman did not collect
visitor user fees for the sunken cemetery, instead a minimal tourist boat fare was
charged, but income for the boat trips went directly to the operators and guides. It was
only in 2012 that LGU started to collect fees for diving and snorkelling which generated
income of PhP 108,708. User fees for 2013 has not yet been processed as of this
reporting period but verbal report from the CRM office point to a significant increase in
fees generated due to the more systematic and efficient system of fee collection.
Overall, the amount collected from user fees demonstrates a significant viability of
revenue generation towards sustainable financing mechanism. User fees collected
contribute to a sizeable amount in the total revenue from fees of the aforementioned
municipalities, thus making it a potent source of income for the government.
e. Bringing in the business sector to get involved in CRM . The private sector is
recognized as a key player in eco-tourism development and there is a great potential
for collaboration between communities, industry players and local resource
managers. The role of the private sector in marine conservation offers an avenue of
resource complementation and income-generating opportunities while maintaining
the balance of profit and business.
In 2013, the CCRMP Phase 2 engaged the private sector and LGUs in enterprise
development. The public and private sectors partner on a project with the private sector
assuming substantial financial and operational risk in the venture. This arrangement
enables the public sector to harness the expertise and efficiencies of the business sector
in shared service delivery. This collaboration is initiated by the municipality of Catarman,
where 2 two private sector members partnered with the LGU to operate an eco-tourism
facility. The Punta Fun Dive, Snorkeling and Paddling Tour in Poblacion is operated by
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Coral Dive Resort while the Blue Lagoon Fun Dive, Snorkeling and Paddling Tour in
Lawigan is managed by D & A Seaside Cottages. This partnership is the first of its kind in
the province and is hailed as a step towards mainstreaming the role of the private sector
in coastal resource management.
To promote a transparency and clarify roles and responsibilities, a MOA was drafted and
finalized among the LGU, the business operator and the barangay which spells out roles
and responsibilities among the parties. Sharing mechanism of the environmental fees
generated from the use of the area is implemented based from the municipal CRM Code
spelling out the sharing system among the Municipal LGU, the community/barangay and
community service provider. Another significant feature of this partnership is the
commitment of the business operator to prioritize local community especially the fisher
families in providing services such as snorkeling and boat guiding to tourists. While the
impact of this partnership still has to be seen , this initial move already points out to a
promising direction of engaging private sector in CRM and enterprise development. The
involvement of the business sector in CRM opens door to a more transparent system,
less government monopoly, and enforceable contracts required to balance interest of
various parties, and to provide the stability needed for long-term investment in CRM.
f. Capacity building is never ending, invest in building capacities of people and expand
opportunities to as many stakeholders as possible. The key to successful project
implementation is enhanced capacities for management and implementation. While
a significant portion of Project’s funds and inputs were dedicated to capacity building
activities, the need for more training and building capacities did not end with the
Project phase-out. In the same light the resources available to provide these training
and capacity building inputs did not end with the Project phase out because they are
available everywhere and in place. The CCRMP has already provided the linkage
through the institutional and agency partners that it has brought into the Project
implementation process. It is now in the hands of the LGUs to pursue this partnership
and use its mandate and creativity to harness these available resources and
opportunities.
g.Well -planned and well- facilitated cross learning visits hastens technology transfer
and adoption of best practices. Cross learning visits have become the most common
educational strategy adopted especially by LGUs but oftentimes it is often perceived
as junket tours and waste of time and resources. From the Project experience
however , we have found out that well planned and well facilitated cross learning
visit is a very effective tool for community-level participants as this brings in a new
experience for them who are not too exposed to outside experiences and
technologies . It also brings in a sense of pride that they have travel outside of their
communities and the learning exchange brings in an improved self confidence. These
cross visits experience have prompted the participants to eagerly apply what they
have learned upon return to their communities and project implementation was
hastened because of these experiences.
h. Basic infrastructure support to enterprises drew more funding assistance from other
agencies. One of the key features of enterprises being supported by the Project was
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an initial fund to support the establishment of basic infrastructure support to the
enterprises being established . For example to ensure consistent quality standard of
coco sugar production, Project supported the establishment of a production facility
where the groups will produce their coco-sugar and products will be displayed for
both walk-in buyers and institutional buyers who may want to be assured that the
products are prepared applying good manufacturing practices. In Catarman, initial
funds were provided to set up the Tourism Center where visitors will be welcomed,
snorkeling equipments stored and local products of displayed. In Sagay, a simple
squid processing facility was established with the PO providing local counterpart in the
form of labor and materials. Given these physical structures to support enterprise
implementation other agencies started to offer additional support. In the case of the
Coco-sugar group and the Suid Processing group, the DOLE has committed to provide
additional funding for equipment that will be used in the facility and transportation
facility respectively. For Catarman, the DOT has inspected the area and committed
to provide additional assistance in the enhancement of the tourism facility.
i. Use of Mascots as Marine Protected Area (MPA) Ambassador Spark Interest and builds
awareness in marine conservation . In Camiguin and other places that are rich in
biodiversity, it is important to develop strategic intervention materials to effectively
promote sustainable use and management of fisheries.
Aside from billboards, posters, brochures, special events, TV interviews and social
media to communicate the importance of managing the MPAs and the economic
potential that these could generate both for the community as well as the LGUs, the
Project also implement high impact social marketing strategy through the use of as
“mascot” representing flagship species of the MPAS of each municipality. As already
described in the earlier part of this report, the CCRMP teamed up with the Coastal
Conservation and Education Foundation, Inc. (CCEF), local government units and
community partners to create and develop mascots, as a focal point of attraction, to
connect with local fishers, women, and their children in the community, and most
importantly to serve as the “messenger” or ambassador for MPA protection and
effective management . This strategy aims to build support for community-based
MPAs and establish environment-friendly enterprises that utilize natural and
sustainable resources to improve the local economy.
The use of a mascot leaves an impression that the public remember. A mascot not
only creates a popular name or identity but makes people recall the images, the
sounds or songs or objects affiliated with the mascot. It is a fun-filled character that
captures the people’s attention and promotes project cause or values and conveys a
message. More importantly, the role of the mascot is to inspire people, therefore, it
has to be attractive, beautiful, friendly, positive, happy, a human-like cartoon figure
and a community symbol. These MPA Ambassadors took active roles in local events ,
such local parades, month of the Ocean celebration, Lanzones festival and even
during birthday parties. The five mascots or “MPA Ambassadors” represent the
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flagship species of the five municipalities in Camiguin, each with a different story to
tell but with a common message about the value of conserving coastal resources.
“Having a mascot here in the province is something new. It’s like a magnet that pulls
people together,” recalls Melchora Sibayan, Coastal Resource Management Officer of
Guinsiliban. “So many people attended the event and we were able to reach out to
many, unlike in past gatherings where people were not enthusiastic.”

Chapter 4. Challenges for Future Sustainability
The six years of CCRMP implementation have yielded significant results resulting to
mainstreaming of CRM both at the LGU and the community levels as reflected in the
accomplishment reports of the five municipalities and the province during the Sustainbaility
planning workshop held on May 25, 2014. This is affirmed by the fact that all of the four
municipalities who have subjected themselves to CRM certification process, two LGUs have
been certified level 3 (Guinsiliban and Mambajao), one Level 2 (Mahinog) and one Level 1
(Catarman). In the case of Catarman the certification was issued last 2011, so given the progress
made in their CRM program they definitely would be on a higher level if they again subject
themselves to the certification process. Sagay has already undertaken their self assessment
process and have rated themselves to be at level 2, although this has yet to be affirmed by the
Regional CRM Certification Committee. With six years of CRM implementation in the province
of Camiguin, challenges in sustaining CRM institutionalization and ensuring that economic
benefits are directly linked to conservation efforts and benefitting the coastal communities,
still remains huge as when it started, although this time, less daunting because of the
significant gains achieved by the Project (as discussed in the preceding chapter) especially
during Phase 2 implementation . These challenges were discussed during the sustainability
planning workshop and documented in the Updated Sustainability Plan11 document of the
submitted to NZAP in September 2014. These are the following:
1. Need to strengthen CRM offices within the municipalities
The creation of the CRM offices and designation of counterpart staff to the Project has been a
basic requirement of the Project in order for the LGU to participate in the implementation of
Project activities. The creation of the office and designation of personnel were done through
Municipal and Provincial Executive Orders signed by the incumbent Mayors and Governor. It
would have been ideal if the officers or staffs assigned are organic or permanent employees
dedicated solely on ICRM implementation. Not all designated personnel are permanent
employees. Some are hired on a daily wage basis. For permanent employees the CRM-related

11

CCRMP. Updated Sustainability Plan . (Project Output). Septem,ber 2014
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tasks were given as add on responsibility to their regular job and therefore could not devote full
time work on ICRM. Throughout the Project life, there were many instances when the Project
trained municipal staff were replaced due to various reasons such as insufficiency of funds,
overworked, or due to political affiliation. Executive Orders (EO) as legal basis in the creation of
an office is seen as less stable compared to a Municipal Ordinance, since the EO can be
cancelled if it is not a priority of the succeeding mayor or governor.
Need for effective data management system. To ensure institutional memory of CRM efforts
and interventions and CRM data and documents are properly stored and managed despite
changes in political leadership and administration, proper data management system has to be
strengthened at the municipal level. Phase 1 implementation has made efforts to install this by
providing the LGUs with computer units and with DENR’s Municipal Coastal Database (MCD)
system installed but due to the DENR’s adoption of a new data management system for CRM,
this has not been continued. Towards the end of Phase 1 implementation, DENR conducted an
orientation on IIMS (Integrated Information Management System) but this has not been
followed up. It is then recommended that DENR, through the Coastal and Marine Management
section of the PENRO (CMMS-PENRO) follow up on the installation of this data management
system at the municipal office . The LGU on the other hand will need to upgrade their computer
units since the ones provided by the Project may have been outdated already.
2. Management of Marine Protected Areas
Strengthening of MPA management bodies. Despite the fact that the 31 MPAs have been
established with local ordinances and protection at the community level evident through the
retraining of the fish wardens and support of the LGUs through the provision of modest
honorarium, there is still a need to strengthen the management bodies for each MPA. During
the Phase 2 implementation, efforts were directed to the conduct of series of meetings to reorganize/reactivate the MPA management bodies and bring them to another level of
organization, the Provincial MPA network. The process however took longer than expected,
and the Provincial CRM office which is leading this activity will need some support from
appropriate agency, such as the Provincial Fishery Office of BFAR as well and the DENR-PENRO.
Sustaining biophysical monitoring of the MPAs. One of the major activities conducted by the
Project was the annual biophysical monitoring of the MPAs. During Phase implementation, the
16 newly established MPAs were added into the 15 MPAs which were monitored during the
Phase 1. Project resources were also dedicated to train a Provincial Composite Monitoring
Team composed of LGU personnel. This group provided assistance during the monitoring events
of their respective LGUs with participation of other members from the other municipalities and
the province.
Capacity for data gathering of this monitoring team have already been
established, however there is limitation in terms of technical expertise in the processing,
interpretation and report writing. Despite some efforts done to train them in this higher level
technical skill, the MSC has realized that there are certain limits to capacities of local partners in
this area. Given this reality, efforts were initiated to link with the academe within the area such
as the Camiguin Polytechnic State College (CPSC) and the Xavier University in Cagayan de Oro as
well as the diveshop operators in Camiguin and the Sangkalikasan, an NGO implementing a coral
rehabilitation project in the province. This initiative should be pursued by the LGUs and led by
the Province for formalize this linkage. One of the achievements of Phase 2 implementation
was to facilitate, through the CRM Officers, the allocation of budget on biophysical monitoring
in the LGU’s CRM budgets.
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Establishing a sustainable financing mechanism through recreational user and dive fees in
Marine Protected Areas. One of the focus of Phase 2 intervention was the identification of MPAs
which can already be considered for ecotourism promotion to generate revenues for the
municipalities and provided supplemental livelihood sources for the fisher communities. Aside
from the three existing MPAs (White Island, Mantigue Island and Pasil Reef) which are already
generating revenues through user fee system, 13 MPAs were identified as potential site to be
developed for recreational diving and snorkelling/boating activities. During Phase 2
implementation, meetings have been conducted by the SB members and facilitated by the MSC
with the identified barangays to get their consensus on promoting these MPA areas as
ecotourism sites. As a result resolutions for the amendment of their MPA ordinance were
drafted. With the project completion, LGUs should complete the process of development of
these MPA areas as possible revenue sources through legislation, implementation of user fee
system with the participation of the community or barangay where these MPAs are located to
ensure that the communities benefit from the revenues generated from the use of these MPA
areas through a revenue sharing mechanism which which is acceptable to all parties concerned.
3. Increasing support for coastal law enforcement down to the barangay level
One of the notable achievement of Phase 1 implementation is the organization of the coastal
law enforcement system at the provincial, municipal and barangay level through the creation of
Task Force /Bantay Dagat at the Provincial level, municipal coastal law enforcement team at the
LGU level and fish wardens at the Barangay level. Phase 2 implementation made sure that these
efforts are sustained by supporting refresher trainings to existing DFWs and expansion of its
membership by training second liners. Despite these achievements however, there is still a
clamour from the community specifically from the deputized fish wardens (DFW) for an
honoraria and incentives such as insurance while performing their duties as DFWs. Except for
Mambajao, some the other municipalities still have to increase their budget allocation for
coastal law enforcement to include incentive mechanisms for these DFWs and Bantay Dagat
members. Technical and capacity building support could be provided by BFAR and DENR.
4. Sustaining conservation-based enterprises already established
Within the Phase 2 implementation, eight product- and ecotourism-based enterprises were
established. As mentioned in Tables 3 and 4, issues and challenges in sustaining these
enterprises are as follows:
Marketing and promotion - For the enterprises which have already started operation, common
challenge is the marketing and promotion of the products and services. In the case of the cocosugar and squid production, the need to expand the market outside of Camiguin is a pressing
concern. While these products are now starting to be noticed by the local market, assistance in
expanding market linkages can be provided by DTI, the province and the Camiguin Tourism
Association. In the case of the ecotourism-based services e.g. Taguines Lagoon, Cabuan Coastal
and Village Tour, Pasil Reef Ecotourism Support Services, aside from the usual promotional
brochure, other platforms/medium should be pursued such as the social media, internet
(Agoda, Trip Advisor, etc). Assistance of the responsible national agencies such as the DOT, DTI,
DENR as well as the business sector e.g Camiguin Tourism Association is needed.
Continuous capacity building of business operators - While capacity building was a built-in
strategy in enterprise development implementation the time was not enough for the Project to
implement all capacity building activities of all eight enterprises due to the fact that
operationalization of the earlier-approved enterprises started one year into Project phase-out,
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and less than six months for the newly established enterprises. The LGUs as the main
implementers of these projects should collaborate with appropriate agencies such as the DTI,
TESDA- Camiguin School of Arts and Trade, etc. Areas for capacity building include: financial
management, organizational development and strengthening, product development and
packaging, front-line service skills, continuous skills building etc.
Setting up of financial management system – For community-operated enterprises (coco-sugar,
squid processing, Cabuan coastal and village tour) continuous assistance in the setting up of
financial management system has to be undertaken by the LGU with assistance from
appropriate partner agencies such as the DTI.
Strengthen institutional support mechanism – For the enterprises to flourish, institutional
support mechanism such as tenurial arrangement for ecotourism areas being used, appropriate
office within the LGU to oversee operation of the enterprises (in the case of LGU-operated
enterprises) have to be strengthened. In the case of Mahinog and Catarman, the creation of the
Mahinog Business Development Office (MBDO) and the Municipal Economic Enterprise
Development Office (MEEDO) who will take charge of managing LGU-managed enterprises and
provide support to community-managed enterprises is a positive step towards institutionalizing
enterprise driven projects of the LGU. It is hoped that other municipalities should also establish
similar mechanisms to ensure sustainability of enterprise implementation.
5. Mainstreaming IEC strategy for increasing community buy-in for CRM
During the Phase 2 implementation the use of high impact social marketing strategy in the form
of the development of mascots representing flagship species of each municipality and acting as
“MPA Ambassadors” has facilitated in increasing awareness of stakeholders on CRM. Some
issues however were raised in sustaining utilization of these “MPA Ambassadors”. These are:


MPA Ambassadors‘ exposure was not maximized in three municipalities due to some
reasons such as: mascot interpreter who is not a regular personnel of the LGU was not
renewed, no budget for the mobilization of the “mascot”, no available interpreter , etc.



Except for Mambajao and Guinsiliban who have their respective Interpretive Centers as the
MPA Ambassador’s home, the other municipalities don’t have a place where they could be
identified.

To address the issue of low exposure and utilization of the MPA Ambassador as a messenger for
MPA protection and CRM implementation, the concerned LGUs will need to be linked with the
schools within their municipality through the DepEd for maximum utilization of these MPA
ambassadors.
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Appendix A: Progress against Agreed Work Plan and Budget

Appendix A: Progress Against the Agreed Workplan
and Budget

OUTPUT

PLANNED
EXPENDITURES
March to 2012
to September
2014

ACTUAL
EXPENDITURES
March to 2012
to October
2014

310,536.95

310,536.95

0.00

Completed

120,000.00

107,155.24

12,844.76

Completed

102,279.00

102,279.00

0.00

746,726.60

746,723.60

3.00

200,050.00

200,050.00

157,204.50

153,530.21

VARIANCE

STATUS/ REASON FOR VARIANCE

1.0 Enhancing CRM institutionalization through ownership
of established community – based arrangements and tools.
1.1 Strengthen institutional arrangements for CRM
implementation
1.1.1

Conduct of PTWG meetings

1.1.2

Year-end assessment & planning

1.1.3

Team building of CRM partners

1.1.4

Assistance to LGU led capacity building activities
e.g. Law enforcement , MPA management body
strengthening (5 MLGUs + PLGU)

1.1.5

Strengthening of CPSC for water quality monitoring

1.1.6

Meetings with partners (NGAs & MTWGs)
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Conducted yearend 2012

Completed
Completed, remaining funds
0.00 downloaded to CPSC
3,674.29

Periodic meetings conducted

1.1.7

Conduct consultative meetings & workshop to
update & finalize the Sustainability Plan

1.1.8

Technical assistance to identify & implement new
revenue sources for CRM sustainability

1.1.9

Water quality monitoring, analysis and result
presentation

1.1.10

Capacity building of CRM implementers on Gender
mainstreaming in program implementation

60,000.00

60,000.00

0.00

61,750.00

39,250.00

22,500.00

49,247.00

36,019.00

13,228.00

150,000.00

87,485.94

62,514.06

Sustainability Planning conducted
May 2014
Case study report on revenue
sources completed, barangay
consultations conducted in 14
identified MPAs with existing and
potential for revenue generation
through implementation of user fee
Completed, undertaken by CPSC
with assistance from DENR-EMB
Capacity building undertaken by
DOT and PCW (Presidential
Commission on Women) in July
2012, women integration in project
development incorporated during
business planning and FGD, and
integrated in capacity building
activities in the course of project
implementation

1.2 Baseline monitoring and mapping
1.2.1

Baseline monitoring of new MPAs (15 MPAs)

1.2.2

LGU GIS mapping

245,361.78

245,361.78

40,000.00

-

0.00 Completed (see report on
Biophysical monitoring of MPAs
0.00
This activity was undertaken by the
UP MSI PHILCore Project so the
Porject decided not to pursue this
separately (discussed in completion
40,000.00 report)

20,000.00

7,000.00

Completed except for Sagay which
13,000.00 still needs regional level certification

1.3CRM certification of Municipalities (assist DENR)
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1.4 Networking of MPAs using ecological and socio-political
boundaries
1.4.1

Estimating MPAs sources and sinks using secondary
current data: data management, analysis and map
making

MPA network summit & planning workshop

1 data encoder for MPA monitoring
1.5.2
1.6

Dive Safety Training/First Aid Training

Undertaken by PHICore Project ,
10,000.00 activities include coordination and

5,538.00

-

-

0.00

60,250.00
35,000.00

40,250.00
37,500.00

20,000.00

-

-

-

-

798,360.00

887,877.11

150,000.00

60,000.00

90,000.00

40,213.60

40,213.60

0.00

160,000.00

170,000.00

(10,000.00)

3,522,517.43

3,336,770.43

185,747.00

-

0.00

1.5 MPA monitoring to evaluate MPA effectiveness through
coastal resources and habitats status (YEAR 2013)
1.5.1
MPA monitoring (31 MPAs)
Monitoring operations/materials

0.00

15,538.00

Formation of province wide MPA council
Legwork & community meetings;

-

MPA summit conducted December
(2,500.00) 2013

0.00
Completed , 2 moniotirng events
0.00 conducted in 2012 and 2013 ;
discussed in Completion report
(89,517.11)

Technical assistance to MPA monitoring
Sub-Total

2.0 Creating opportunities for new CRM revenue sources by
increasing the visibility of biodiversity and species groups
inside MPAs and vicinity through eco-tourism
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Conducted in 2012

2.1 Accounting for biodiversity for eco-tourism
2.1.1

Biodiversity monitoring for eco-tourism
photography of species groups unique to each
MPA (YEAR 2012)

0.00
Case study on revenue sources
submitted; Biodiversity monitoring
0.00 conducted; Biodiversity Booklet
produced and printed 600 copies
for distribution and ecotourism
promotion
5,000.00

487,059.95

487,059.95

20,000.00

15,000.00

2.2 Development and publication of an underwater fish
and coral guide draft

5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

Completed

2.3Development and publication of a booklet draft featuring
species groups of eco-tourism interest found in MPAs

5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

Please see 2.1.1

2.4 MPA promotion (assist IEC in conceptualizing a billboard
featuring MPAs)

5,000.00

-

5,000.00

522,059.95

512,059.95

10,000.00

-

0.00

2.1.2

Case Study on CRM revenue sources

Sub-Total
3.0 Increasing community buy-in for CRM and conservationbased enterprises
3.1Information, Education and Communication (IEC)
complementation to CRM and Enterprise Development
initiatives
Launch a province wide CRM campaign
3.1.1

Conduct knowledge, attitude, practices (KAP)
survey/focus group discussions of stakeholders

19,390.50
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19,390.50

Completed pre and post survey
0.00 conducted; KAP Report completed

3.1.2

Conduct IEC planning workshop

3.1.3

Reproduce IEC materials developed by
CRMP/FISH (USAID) - pamphlets, videos

With CRM Advocacy Group, organize and conduct
school-based and municipality special events with
3.1.4
MLGUs, DENR, dive shops/resorts and civil
society in observance of such Month of the
Ocean, Environment Month, Earth Day, etc.
Organize and engage CRM Advocacy Group
3.1.5
(Camiguin Stewards of the Sea) to assist in
conduct of IEC activities
Organized and conduct province-wide CRM
3.1.6
campaigns dovetailed with province-wide
festivals/events
3.2 Identify learning and educational site for LGU and
community champions that models CRM and conservation
based enterprise
Promotion of MPAs as diving destinations for tourists

3.2.1

3.2.2

Re-produce I-dive (responsible diving) video
developed by CCEF
3.2.1.1 Video production for MPA promotion

Collection and production of underwater
photographs highlighting marine species unique
to each MPA

10,000.00

10,000.00

100,815.00

99,788.52

46,351.50

46,351.50

0.00

Done.

32,893.67

32,893.67

0.00

Done

160,896.00

151,396.00

9,500.00

Done

-

-

0.00

-

-

0.00

23,000.00

-

0.00

100,000.00
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22,400.00

87,137.28

0.00

Done in 2012
Done, more than 28,000 copies of
IEC materials produced, reprinted,
1,026.48 printed. See completion report

600.00

Video Production produced to
complement the Biodiversity
Booklet
Done, underwater photos used in
the publication of the Biodiversity
12,862.72 booklet

3.2.3
3.2.4

Establish linkages with various dive operators and
resorts, provincial/municipal tourism officers in
promoting MPAs as dive sites
Development of MPA ambassador (Mascot) - 5
MLGU & PLGU

3.2.4.1 Organizing activities for MPA Ambassador

3.2.5

Develop brochures/collateral materials

3.2.6

Set up MPA billboards in various strategic
locations (e.g. airport, etc)

Use provincial and municipal websites as
marketing links for these dive destinations and
enterprises
3.3 Enhancement of interpretive center in the Municipality
of Guinsiliban

15,000.00

15,000.00

0.00

done
Done. % MPA Mascots
385,668.19
385,668.19
0.00 (Ambassadors) produced ;a ctivites
with MPA Ambassadors conducted
during month of the ocean,
150,000.00
121,660.00
28,340.00
environment month, nutrition
month, Provincial Foundation day
celebration, etc.

15,000.00

15,000.00

0.00

240,000.00

238,869.94

71,500.00

49,500.00

-

-

0.00

242,530.85

242,530.85

0.00

40,000.00

40,000.00

249,873.20

252,673.20

3.2.7

3.3.1

Improve and develop the interpretive center

Develop learning activities for teachers and
students
3.4 Improvement of interpretive center in the Municipality
of Mambajao
3.3.2
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Done
Instead of MPA Billboards, funds
were used for the production of
biodiversity booklet, IEC added to
the production/reprinting of IEC
1,130.06 materials such a posters, calendars,
Done. Workshops conducted,
assted in the website development
22,000.00 of LGUs

0.00 Completed.
(2,800.00)

Completed

3.5 IEC in the documentation of CRM best practices and
other related activities
3.6 Technical assistance in support of IEC activities
Sub-Total

199,987.00

169,737.00

30,250.00

128,000.00

136,000.00

(8,000.00)

2,230,905.91

2,135,996.65

94,909.26

-

0.00

-

0.00

14,750.00

14,750.00

0.00

11,505.00

11,505.00

0.00

13,023.00

12,997.00

26.00

22,532.50

30,532.50

(8,000.00)

48,145.01

48,145.01

0.00

150,000.00

155,398.14

(5,398.14)

9,468.00

9,468.00

0.00

-

-

0.00

26,000.00

23,500.00

4.0 Increasing number of conservation-based enterprises

Completed

4.1 Establishment of enterprise network and support
systems
4.1.1

Focus group discussions

4.1.2

Focus group discussions with NGAs

4.1.3
4.1.4
4.1.5

Meetings/consultations with private sector
Meetings with reps of various targeted market
sectors/buyers
Conduct of rapid, product-specific market
studies/market intel
Marketing and promotion of product/services

Development and installation of proposal
4.1.6
screening and funding mechanism
4.2 Setting up of at least one sustainable enterprise in each
municipality

4.2.1

Development of Enterprise Operations Plan

Done

Identification/profiling of potential priority
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Done
Done. EDC formed and functional

Done. 9 business proposals
2,500.00 developed; 8 approved and
0.00 operational by end of project

4.2.2
4.2.3
4.2.4
4.2.5
4.2.6

participants
Development of guides on conducting
FS/business plans
Assessment/screening/approval of proposals and
bus. plans
Applied training of proponents on enterprise
operations
Operationalization of enterprises

4.2.8

Establishment of new consevation based
enterprises in MPAs
Support to existing enterprises (product
development, marketing & promotion, etc)

4.2.9

Develop and package enterprise development
manual

4.2.7

-

-

-

-

0.00

49,000.00

45,301.60

3,698.40

1,343,592.43

1,055,879.86

287,712.57

4,798,607.00

4,776,041.97

22,565.03

1,250,000.00

1,342,311.55

(92,311.55)

1,000,000.00

975,000.00

25,000.00

Done

Enterprise development manual
submitted but not packaged and
90,000.00 published

90,000.00

-

160,000.00

170,000.00

(10,000.00)

8,986,622.94

8,670,830.63

315,792.31

-

0.00

102,000.00

69,884.00

32,116.00

-

-

50,000.00

46,925.00

4.3 Technical assistance to enterprise development
Sub-Total
5.0 Project Monitoring & Evaluation
5.1 Project progress reporting to DENR & NZAP
5.2 Socio-economic baselines
5.3 Institutional surveys of provincial & MLGUs
5.4 Socio-economic surveys of participants in enterprise
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Completed in 1st quarter 2012
Done integrated into the activites of
3,075.00 the Project
(7,365.44) Done
0.00

projects

60,000.00

67,365.44

5.5 Enterprise performance surveys

Sub-Total

Total Technical Assistance and Activity Fund

Not undertaken because during
completion phase, majority of
enterprises have just been starting
30,000.00 their operation phase...

30,000.00

-

242,000.00

184,174.44

15,504,106.2
3

14,839,832.1
0

3,522,517.43

3,336,770.43

185,747.00

522,059.95

512,059.95

10,000.00

2,230,905.91

2,135,996.65

94,909.26

8,986,622.94

8,670,830.63

315,792.31

242,000.00

184,174.44

57,825.56

15,504,106.2
3

14,839,832.1
0

57,825.56
664,274.13

SUMMARY
II TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND ACTIVITY FUND
1.0 Enhancing CRM institutionalization through ownership of
established community – based arrangements and tools.
2.0 Creating opportunities for new CRM revenue sources by
increasing the visibility of biodiversity and species groups
inside MPAs and vicinity through eco-tourism
3.0 Increasing community buy-in for CRM and conservationbased enterprises
4.0 Increasing number of conservation-based enterprises
5.0 Project Monitoring & Evaluation
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE AND ACTIVITY FUND
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664,274.13
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Appendix B. Progress Against Results Framework
From agreed Results Measurement Table in the Activity Design Document
Outcomes and outputs Planned indicators

Progress as of September 2014

Planned targets

Planned
methodology and
data sources

Actual measurement against
targets (using indicators)

Actual methodology
and data sources

10% increase in
fish biomass and
density, and coral
cover

Annual MPA
assessment report

Biophysical monitoring results Biophysical
with no. of MPAs with 2008 (14 Assessment Tool
MPAs) and 2012 (16 MPAs)
baseline data showing relevant
percent changes with 2013
monitoring
activity
results/
Tables presented per indicator
(coral cover, species diversity,
target fish species density and
biomass) with detailed narrative
in the main text of this report

Long-term outcomes
Improved integrity and
increased productivity of
marine and coastal
resources

Improved fish density and
biomass of target fish
species inside the MPA
from baseline
Increased coral cover
in selected MPAs

A. Percent Live Coral Cover
Indicator
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2008
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2008 baseline
MPAs indicating
equal results
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No. of MPAs
7

5

2

between 2013
vs. 2008
baseline
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2012
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2012 baseline

6

10

B. Fish Species Diversity
Indicator
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2008
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2008 baseline
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2012
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2012 baseline

No. of MPAs
5

9

3

13

C. Target Fish Species Density
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Indicator

No. of MPAs

MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2008
baseline

8

MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2008 baseline
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2012
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2012 baseline

6

6

10

B. Target Fish Species
Biomass
Indicator
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2008
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2008 baseline
MPAs indicating
+10% increase
vs 2012
baseline
MPAs indicating 10% decrease vs
2012 baseline

Sustained seawater quality Water quality in
standard
sample stations
maintained within

Water quality
monitoring reports by
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No. of MPAs
8

6

5

11

Water quality monitoring was
conducted by DENR-EMB in Nov.
2012 but results were

acceptable
standards

DENR-10

inconclusive due to inadequate
sampling. It was recommended
to conduct another round of
water quality monitoring with
CPSC as lead team in Nov. 2013.
2013 Survey initial results by
sampling conducted by CPSC was
reported
during
5th
PTWG
Meeting
with
the
PLGU
requesting data to address some
issues and to serve as basis for
developing measures to be
implemented
by
concerned
community
and
business
establishments.
2nd round of water quality
monitoring was conducted by
CPSC-team
together
with
representatives from DENR last
February 27-28, 2014. Samples
submitted for analysis while
report is being prepared by the
CPSC Team

Improved quality of life
of coastal communities
from sustainable
economic activities

Increased income of
participating families and
employment generated in
conservation-based
enterprises

10% increase in
income of
participating
families;
employment
generated by
enterprise
operations

Socio-economic survey of
8 enterprises already established
participating families/groups with enterprises in Mambajao,
Records of enterprises Mahinog, Guinsilaban, and Sagay
and Catarman generating income
for the business
operators/service providers
(Please refer to Table 14 of this
report)

LGUs effectively

3 municipalities

Self-rating by LGUs

Medium-term outcomes
ICRM system
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CRM Certification completed for M&E Reports of the

institutionalized at
barangay, municipal and
provincial levels

implementing CRM
achieving Levels 2
and 3 CRM
certification

(Catarman, Sagay using CRM Certification
and Guinsiliban)
benchmarks and
indicators
achieve Level 2
CRM certification;
2 municipalities
(Mahinog and
Mambajao)
achieving level 3
Certification

2012 for: Guinsiliban (Level 3) LGUs using CRM
Mahinog (Level 2), Catarman
Certification
(Level 1), Mambajao (Level 3) Benchmarks
Sagay has already undergone
Provincial Review with level 1
self rating and confirmed by
the Provincial Certification
Committee; will need a
Regional Review for CRM
certification to be completed in
December 2014.

Increased allocation of
LGU resources for CRM
activities

Progressive
increase over
2009 budget
levels

The % change in CRM budgets
between 2012 and 2013, and
2014 against the baseline
(2008) are as follows:
Mambajao – CRM budget for
2013 95% above the 2012
budget; against the baseline
(2008), the budget has
increased by 866% for 2014
against th 2008 baseline
Mahinog - CRM budget for
2013 is 52% above the 2012
budget; against the baseline
(2008), the budget has
increased by 561 % for 2014
Sagay - CRM budget for 2013
is 4% higher than in 2012;
against the baseline (2008),
the budget has increased by
144% for 2014 budget
Guinsiliban - CRM budget for
2013 is 2% higher than in
2012; against the baseline
(2008), the budget has
increased by 321% for 2014

LGU budgets
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CRM Sustainability Plan,
LGU documents

Catarman - CRM budget for
2013 is 60% higher than in
2012; against the baseline
(2008), the budget has
increased by 280% for 2014
Strengthened capacities of
Camiguin coastal
communities, local
government units, coastal
communities etc., for CRM

Regular and quick
response
mechanisms in
place for coastal
law enforcement

5 LGUs conducting
monthly seaborne
patrols in its
municipal waters

Interviews with
municipal enforcement
groups, coastal law
enforcement records
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CLE Personnel
2012
Mambajao – 38 (including
Deputized Fish Wardens (DFW)
with honoraria)
Mahinog - 18
Catarman - 15
Sagay – 7
Guinsiliban - 4
2013 (as of Sept. 2013)
Mambajao – 36 (including DFW
with honoraria)
Mahinog - 40
Catarman - 15
Sagay – 0
Guinsiliban – 3
Seaborne Patrols conducted
2012
Mambajao – 228
Mahinog – 31
Catarman – 48
Sagay – 12
Guinsiliban – 0
Province – 60
2013
Mambajao - 362
Mahinog – 25
Catarman – 40

Sagay – 0
Guinsiliban -0
Province – 68
2014 (as of March )
Mambajao – 96
Mahinog - 12
Catarman -28
Sagay – 1
Guinsiliban – 10

LGU-led conduct of
MPA biophysical
monitoring and
other CRM activities

Increased budgets LGU budgets
for MPA
monitoring by
LGUs for 2012
and 2013
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2009 LGU counterpart
budget for MPA Monitoring:
Mahinog - PhP 10,000
Guinsiliban - PhP 5,000
Sagay - PhP 8,000
Catarman – PhP 10,000
Mambajao - no data
2012 LGU Counterpart for
MPA monitoring
Mambajao - PhP 50,000
Guinsiliban – PhP 10,000
Mahinog - PhP 34,000
(includes maintenance and
rehabilitation and enforcement
operations)
Catarman - PhP 135,000
(includes funds for
implementation of livelihood
projects)
Sagay - PhP 15,220 (includes
CLE operations and
maintenance)
2013 LGU Counterpart for

Interviews with CRMOs,
examination of records

MPA monitoring
Mambajao - PhP 100,000
Guinsiliban – PhP 20,000
Mahinog - PhP 46,000
(includes maintenance and
rehabilitation and enforcement
operations)
Catarman - PhP 100,000
(includes implementation of
livelihood projects)
Sagay - PhP 15,220 (includes
CLE operations and
maintenance)
2014 LGU Counterpart for
MPA monitoring
Mambajao - PhP 300,000
Guinsiliban – PhP 45,000
Mahinog - PhP 155,000
(includes maintenance and
rehabilitation and enforcement
operations)
Catarman - PhP 302, 634 (
includes implementation of
livelihood projects)
Sagay - PhP 50, 000 (includes
CLE operations and
maintenance)

Entrepreneurial capacities
of participating businesses,
local communities and
businesses developed

Institutional
mechanism for
enterprise
development
established in each
LGU

Institutional
mechanism for
enterprise
development
established in
each LGU

Interviews
LGU and Project
records
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Inventory of institutional
Key informant interview
mechanism for Enterprise
Development:
Mahinog - Municipal Business
Development Unit (MBDO)
Mambajao - Treasurer’s Office

Catarman - Municipal
Economic Enterprise
Development Office (MEEDO);
Capacity building for MEEDO
conducted Oct. 4-5, 2013 and
Dec , 20130
Guinsiliban - Municipal
Treasurer’s Office
Sagay- Treasurer’s Office
Short-term outcomes
Enhanced CRM
institutionalization through
ownership of established
community arrangements
and tools

CRM office fully
supported with
increased LGU
budget

LGU records
Progressive
annual increase in Interviews
CRM budgets by
2013

Please see medium term
data under “increase
allocation of LGU resources
row

CRM biophysical
monitoring fully
institutionalized at
the LGU level

Increases in
budget allocation
and personnel
support by 2013

Compared to the baseline
Key Informant Interviews
(2009), there has been
Existing records
significant increases in the
number of CRM personnel in
the LGUs with the exception
of Guinsiliban (see Appendix
D).
% increase from baseline
(2009) are as follows:
Mambajao – 414%
Mahinog – 1,900%
Catarman – 650%
Sagay – 33%
Guinsiliaban - (25%)
Provincial LGU - 850%
The numbers account for the
increase in coastal law
enforcement (CLE) teams
which comprise municipal
and community based DFWs

LGU records
Interviews
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CRM Sustainability Plan,
LGU documents

supported by honoraria
provided by the LGUs.
An additional 9 LGU
personnel have been trained
in SCUBA to augment the
lack of manpower of some
LGUs to undertake
biophysical monitoring
activities.
Coastal law
enforcement
mechanism
functional at LGU
level





At least one
municipal seaborne patrol
operation
conducted per
month by each
LGU;
Number of
deputized fish
warden/s
supported by
LGUs maintained
during the life of
the project

Surveys, Record books
from Coastal Law
Enforcement (CLE)
teams of LGUs
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No. of CLE Operations in
2012:
Catarman – 48
Sagay – 12
Guinsiliban – 0
Mahinog – 31
Mambajao – 228
Provincial LGU – 60
No. of CLE Operations in
2013 :
Catarman – 40
Sagay – 0
Guinsiliban – 0
Mahinog – 25
Mambajao – 362
Provincial LGU – 68
2014 (as of March )
Mambajao – 96
Mahinog - 12
Catarman -28
Sagay – 1
Guinsiliban – 10

Key Informant Interviews,
Records

Increased CRM-based
revenues

Increasing CRMbased revenues
generated

At least one CRMbased revenue
mechanism
established or
strengthened in
each municipality

Interviews
LGU and Project
records

Legal mechanisms for newly
identified MPAs for revenue
generation established for
the following:
Mambajao – Ordinances
declaring the MPAs of
Baylao, Tupsan and Magting
as ecotourism (dive and
snorkeling) sites and
adopting the user fee
ordinance of the
municipality.
Mahinog - Joint resolution
requesting the Sangguniang
Bayan to declare regulatory
access of the marine
protected areas of San
Roque and Benoni for
ecotourism purposes and as
a CRM learning destination
Catarman - Joint resolution
requesting the Sangguniang
Bayan to declare regulatory
access of the marine
protected areas of Poblacion,
Lawigan and Catibac for
ecotourism purposes and as
a CRM learning destination
Forum facilitated by DENR
and assisted by the project
on
CRM-based
revenue
system of LGUs including
formality in the inclusion of
new identified areas/ Matrix
of user fees and collection
was developed to be finalized
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and
disseminated
to
concerned
stakeholders/
Some LGUs are in the
process
of
amending
relevant ordinances based on
inputs provided by CCRMP
and other assisting agencies
Increased community buy- Level of awareness
in for CRM and
and attitude on
CRM interventions
conservation–based
enterprises

Increased number of
conservation–based
enterprises

Increased level of KAP (Knowledge,
awareness and
attitude, practices)
attitudes towards survey
CRM interventions
by 2014

Number of
At least one
conservation-based conservationenterprises
based enterprise
established per
municipality by
2014

Project /LGU records
Interviews

Baseline Survey completed
in Sept. 2012.
IEC mobilization activities
are being undertaken in the
sample MPAs areas where
the KAP baseline survey was
conducted.

As of September 2014,eight
(8)
Enterprises for Mambajao,
Mahinog, Catarman (3), and
Guinsiliban (2) are at
different stages of
operationalization

Outputs
Institutional arrangements
for CRM strengthened

CRM Office in each
LGU with regular
personnel and
increased budget
for CRM
implementation

LGU records
Increase in CRM
budget from 2009 Interviews
budget
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(See Appendix C for details)
The % change in CRM
budgets between 2012 and
2013, and against the
baseline (2008) are as
follows:
(Please see medium term
results)

Baseline information and
GIS maps generated

MPA baseline
monitoring reports
generated

15 MPA baseline
Biophysical monitoring Baseline monitoring report
completed in January 2013.
monitoring reports tool
generated by
2013

GIS maps of coastal Map of coastal
habitats generated habitats for each
municipality by
2013

GIS mapping

GIS mapping was conducted
in June by the PHILCOre
Project. Data will be
presented to the PLGU in
November 2013. Report sent
by PhilcORE end of March
2014.

All 5 municipalities
achieving at least
Level 2 CRM
Certification

5 municipalities
achieve at least
Level 2 CRM
certification

Self-rating by LGUs using
CRM Certification
benchmarks and indicators

CRM Certification completed
in 2012: Guinsiliban (Level
3); Mahinog (Level 2);
Catarman (level 1); and
Mambajao (Level 3).
Sagay CRM M&E report
already reviewed by
Provincial CRM Certification
Committee. Regional CRM
certification for CRM
certification will meet in
Decemebr l 2014.

Provincial MPA
Management Council
established

Network of MPAs
established and
functional

Provincial MPA
management
mechanism
established by
2013

Project reports

Organizational meeting
conducted March 27, 3014.
Organizational structure still
to be formalized by the
Provincial CRM Office

MPA management system
in place (including
biophysical monitoring ) in
place

MPAs effectively
managed

15 old MPAS with
MEAT rating level
2 by 2013; 15
new MPAs
established with

MPA assessment rating
report using the MPA
Effectiveness
Assessment Tool
(MEAT)

MEAT conducted for 29 MPAs
in Camiguin in 2012. Results
reported in section 1.5.1 of
this report
4 MPAs with MEAT rating

CRM certification for 5
LGUs

CRM M&E Report by
DENR
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Biophysical
monitoring reports
produced

MEAT rating level
3 by 2013

levels 3 & 4. Remaining old
MPAs disqualify for the MPA
rating level 3 as they exceed
the age requirement of >7
years.

Annual biophysical Biophysical
monitoring reports Assessment Tool
produced for each
MPA

Summary of results of 2012
biophysical monitoring
provided to LGUs and other
concerned agencies. Initial
data from 2013 survey are
provided in Appendix E.

Biophysical Assessment
Tool

Summary of 2013 results
incorporated in this report
with a separate full report
submitted (Report on the
Status of Coral Reefs, Coral
Reef Fishes and the Marine
Protected Areas Management
Effectiveness of the Province
of Camiguin)
Eco-tourism products
developed

Number of
At least one ecoecotourism
tourism product
products developed established in
Mambajao,
Catarman and
Mahinog

Improved existing user fee
mechanism & new user

Increase in revenues for
each LGU

At least 10%
increase in

LGU records
Interviews

Interview with CRM
and Municipal
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Inventory of existing ecotourism products already
gathered.
Ecotourism products for
Taguines Lagoon (Mahinog)
now operational. Service
providers for Catarman (Pasil
Reef) 2 More ecoutourism
Projects launched in August
for Catarman, 1 ecotourism
project for Guinsiliban
launched in August.
Regular data collection for
income generation of

Interviews with CRMOs
(September, 201-3);
Ocular visit, CCRMP documents
(Report on CRM Enterprises
Established, Enterprise
Development Manual)

fees & resource rents or
incentives adopted

Province-wide CRM
campaign conducted

Number of CRM
campaign conducted

revenues from
user fees for
Mambajao,
Mahinog, and
Catarman

Treasurer; Municipal
Treasurer’s report

existing CRM revenue
sources. User fee mechanism
and IRR for newly-identified
revenue sources being
finalized at legislative offices
of the three concerned LGUs.

At least one
province-wide
CRM campaign
conducted per
quarter during
Phase 2

Project records

June 2012 – (a) Water sport
festival during the
Hibokhibokan Festival; (b)
Environment Month IEC
Campaign in Guinsiliban
Oct. 2012 – CRM exhibit per
municipality during the
Lanzones Festival
Nov. 23-25, 2012 - CRM
lectures during Provincial
Boy Scouts Jamboree
Jan. 7, 2013 - Launching of
MPA Ambassadors (mascots)
during Camiguin Day
Celebration
- Hibokhibokan Festival
(June 24, 2913)
- ICC/Underwater clean-up
(September 21, 2013)
- Art Camp w/ Enigmata
(June 2013)
- Month of the Ocean
Celebration (May 2013 )
through mounting of street
play with the MPA
Ambassadors as main
performers (Mambajao Public
Market, Benoni Port,
Catarman Market)
- Celebration of Nutrition

Project documentation
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month (July 2013) with MPA
Amabassadors as highlight of
presentation
- Lantaw Daagat Sa
Camiguin Exhibt done during
the Provincial Foundation
day , first of January 214
- Launching of the Mural
Painting at the Mambajao
Interpretive Center in August
2014
- International Coastal
Clean-up day on Sept 21,
2014
MPAs as diving destination
for tourists promoted

Number of MPAs
promoted as diving
destination for
tourists

At least one MPA
per municipality
promoted as
diving destination
by 2013

Project and LGU records
Interviews

16 MPAs promoted as dive
destination; included in 2nd
edition Camiguin Travel Map,
in March 2013;
A poster (300 copies) on
dive destination produced in
June 2013;
3rd edition of Travel Map
produced (Sept. 2013) in
partnership with Camiguin
Tourism Association;
Provincial tourism brochure
produced by the provincial
LGU (Sept. 2013)
Biodiversity in Camiguin
MPAs Booklet and Camiguin
Underwater Marvels video
developed showcasing 16
MPAs and 3 additional sites,
reproduced and distributed/
Lantaw Dagat sa
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Camiguin:1st Camiguin
Underwater Photography
Contest conducted/ Camiguin
MPAs and other project
assisted eco-tourism
initiatives presented during
the 5th World Ecotourism
Conference last Feb 20-22
Learning centers for CRM
established & operational

Enterprise system network
& support system
established

Interpretive
Interpretive
Centers established Centers in
and operational
Mambajao and
Guinsiliban
enhanced and
fully functional by
2013

Project documents
Interviews

System for
approval and
monitoring of
Project-supported
enterprise
development

Project reports
Interviews
Site inspection

Province-wide
enterprise
development
monitoring body
established by 3rd
quarter 2012

Site inspection
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Camiguin Interpretive Center
(Mambajao) and Guinsiliban
Interpretive Center launched
on Jan 7 and 8, 2013,
respectively.
Camiguin Interpretive
Center fully operational
since January 2013. Total
no. of visitors as per Center’s
visitor logbook for JanuarySeptember is 523 visitors. A
user fee for visitors has been
established through a
Municipal Ordinance. Full
time staff hired to man the
Center.
Gunsiliban Interpretive
Center. Physical structure
completed with the
landscaping partially
completed. 2 full time staff
to man the Center hired .
Enterprise Development
Committee (EDC)
established in Nov. 2012
through an EO signed by the
Governor. As of March 2014
, the EDC has already

projects established

Market linkages
established for each
Project-supported
enterprise

reviewed and approved 8
enterprises from the 5
municipalities.
Project reports
Market linkages
established for
Interviews
each enterprise by
end of 2012

Market linkages for cocosugar (as of March 2014) 
Cebu Fair Trade Shop

Camiguin Tourism
Association

ECHOsi Foundation
Market linkage for Taguines
Aquasports Facility with
Camiguin Tourism
Association
Market linkage for sardines
established with existing
resort s in Mambajao
although production is
intermittent . Facility started
to be operational in
September 201.
Market linkage for Sagay
Fishery product
enhancement established by
the LGU and KASAMMA’s
existing network

Conservation-based
enterprises set up in each
municipality

Number of
conservation-based
enterprises set up
per municipality

At least one
conservationbased enterprise
set up in each
municipality by
2013

Project documentation As of September 2014, all 8
and monitoring reports enterprises are already
operational and at different
stages of implementation .
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Appendix C: Proceedings of the Sustainability Planning
Workshop
Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project
2014
Sustainability Planning Workshop for the
Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project
Pandan, Mambajao, Camiguin
May 21 – 22, 2014

Day 1: May 21, 2014
8:00 – 8:30

-

Arrival and Registration

8:30 – 9:00

-

Opening Ceremonies
Invocation
PambansangAwit
Acknowledgement of Participants
IEC Specialist, CCRMP
Welcome Message from the Governor
Romualdo
Message from the NZAP
NZAP Manager
Message from MSC
ANZDEC
Rationale of the Workshop

- DENR
- DENR
- Ms. Analeh Patindol
- Hon. Jurdin Jesus M.
- Mr. Joseph Imperial
- Ms. Ana Ilic, CEO, FCG- Facilitator

Program Proper
9:30 – 10:30 10:30–10:45
10:45 – 12:15
12:15 – 1:00
1:00 – 2:30
2:30 – 3:00

-

inputs
3:00 – 3:15
3:15 – 5:00

-

Session 1: Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Project Phase 2:
Accomplishments, Gaps and Challenges for Sustainability
Break
Workshop 1: Accomplishments by each LGU and Province
Lunch
Presentation of Outputs by LGU
Session 2: Plenary Discussion on the Roles and Functions of
Partner Agencies and Institutions beyond the Project Life as
to the planning session
Coffee Break
Workshop 2: Planning Workshop per LGU
Each LGU will plan out on the following areas:
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Day 2: May 22, 2014
8:00 – 8:15
8:15 – 10:00
10:00 – 10:15 10:15 – 11:00 11:00 – 12:00 12:00 – 1:00
1:00 – 2:00

-

CRM
IEC support
Enterprise

Arrival and Registration
Recap and Icebreaker
Plenary Session: Presentation of Outputs per LGU
Coffee Break
Workshop 3: Drafting of Statements as Inputs to the
Covenant/Manifesto/MOU
Presentation of Outputs
Lunch
Session 3: Next Steps
 Finalization of Sustainability Plan




Completion of Field Activities
Project Handover Ceremony (Responsibilities /Data/Equipment,
etc.)
MOU Signing/Manifesto/Covenant Signing

2:00 – 2:30

-

Synthesis and Wrap-up

2:30 - 3:30

-

3:30 – 5:00

-

Closing Program
 Closing Prayer
 Impression from Selected Participants (LGU, NGA, Province)
 Closing Message - Governor Jurdin Jesus M. Romualdo
 Turn-over of Eco-Tourism Equipment to Cabuan – Guinsiliban
Coastal Village Tour and Poblacion and Lawigan, Catarman Fun
Dive and Snorkeling Tour Package by the Provincial Governor,
NZAP Manager and ANZDEC CEO to be received by the Mayor
and Project Operators
Snacks and Fellowship

List of participants
Name
1. Jurdin Jesus
Romualdo
2. Felicisimo Gomez Sr.
3. Hermogenes B.
Lobedo
4. Urbano Roxas

Municipality/Agency

Designation

Province

Governor

Province
Province

PPDO
SP Board Member

Province

PCRMO
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5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.

Josephene H. Roque
Maridel Villalon
Melchor Rasalan
Loel Maňigo
Teddy Veloso
Roberto Apugan
Jovelyn V. Perez
Roselyn L. Jurial
Gladez S. Abao
Zita M. Abellare
Joanne Marie C. Rubin
Nestor Jacot
Elves P. Sabornido
Aiza V. Abrigana
Vanesa Brace Cainglet
Fernando Ocaba
Romulo Siga
Ambrosio Castillo
Luisito Araw
Dennis Cabantac
Emerita Sumile
Menche Ragas
Julienne B.
Amanllento
Alex Dagaraga
Virginia C. Vallar
Exel Uayan
Arturieto P. Ramigosa
Julieta Dawis
Fe A. Belara
Reyne Menchiano
Naimfreal Tumalip
Jaime Baclayo
Gil Julius Sia
Gaudioso B. malaton
Melchora Sibayan
Elenyl Badilla
Edgardo C. Agbu
Elma Saballa
Ana Ilic
Philip R. Abuso
Liza Vivares
Roy Tabamo
Marcelito Navarro
Rando Waminla
Zaldy Waminal
Lyndee J. Medalla
Elpidio Olaer

DOT Regional Office
FASPO, DENR
DENR10 Regional Office
TESDA
TESDA
CPSC
DOLE Provincial Office
DEP ED Provincial Office
Provincial Fishery Office
DTI Provincial Office
Guinsiliban
Catarman
PCA Provincial Office
Provincial Tourism Office
Provincial Tourism Office
Sagay
Catarman
Guinsiliban
Mahinog
Mahinog
PAO
PAO
PAO

Sr. Tourism Officer
Development Project Officer
Focal Person-CCRMP
OIC Provincial Director
TESDA Staff
Focal Person

Sagay
Sagay
Sagay
Catarman
Catarman
Mambajao
Mambajao
Mambajao
Mambajao
Mambajao
Guinsiliban
Guinsiliban
Guinsiliban
Catarman
Sagay
MSC - FCG ANZDEC
Mahinog
PENRO Camiguin
PENRO Camiguin
Guinsiliban
Guinsiliban
Guinsiliban
Guinsiliban
Sangkalikasan

MPDC
MAO
Barangay Kagawad
MPDC
MEDO
CRMO
SB Kagawad
CRM Staff
SB Kagawad
CRM Staff
SB Kagawad
CRMO
CRM Staff
CRMO
CRMO
CEO
CRM Staff
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EPS
Fishery Quarantine Assistant
Planning Officer
Municipal Mayor
Municipal Mayor
PCA Technician
Tourism Satff
Tourism Satff
MFARMC/President KASAMMA
MFARMC
MFARMC
MFARC
Barangay Kagawad
PCRM Staff
PCRM Staff
PCRM Staff

Cocosugar Producer
Barangay Kagawad
Barangay Kagawad
Barangay Kagawad
Project Staff

52. Joepit Busano
53. Hanna Wlaton-France

Sangkalikasan
NZ Embassy

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

NZ Embassy
MSC –CCRMP
MSC-CCRMP
MSC _CCRMP
MSC-CCRMP
MSC-CCRMP
MSC-CCRMP
Teamworks

Joseph Imperial
Evelyn T. Deguit
Julius Guirjen
Analeh Patindol
Julie Jadman
Palermo Sia
Felicisimo Gomez
Astrid Lim

Project Staff
NZAP Development Project
Coordinator
NZAP Manager
Team Leader
CRM Specialist
IEC Specialist
Ent. Dev’t /Project Asst
Finance Officer
IEC Asst/Project Driver
Workshop Facilitator

Opening Ceremonies
The opening ceremonies started much later than scheduled in order to
accommodate participants coming from the other side of the island. All LGUs and the
province were well represented. National government agencies, non-government
organizations and partner academe also sent their representatives to the workshop.
The event was formally opened with a welcome message from the Hon. Jurdin Jesus
M. Romualdo, the governor of Camiguin. In his speech he acknowledged the benefits
and gains the project has brought to the five municipalities and to the province, in
general. He is happy to see that communities as well are directly benefiting from the
project through the enterprise activities introduced and supported by the project. He
is hopeful that the New Zealand Aid Program will bring in another project after
CCRMP for the benefit of the people of Camiguin.
The New Zealand Aid Program Manager, Mr. Joseph Imperial, was present to give a
message. He shared that the Province of Camiguin has always been a partner of
NZAP and he is happy that the province and the five municipalities have responded
positively to the project. He hopes that whatever initiatives the project has made will
be sustained by the LGUs and the province.
Another message was also delivered by the Chief Executive Officer for FCG-ANZDEC,
Ms. Ana Ilic. Ms. Ilic expressed her gratitude to the local government units and to the
province for their warm response to the project and the efforts they have exerted to
make the program work in their respective areas. She is happy to note that the
enterprise activities introduced are thriving and that people in the communities,
particularly the women, are being empowered by these events. She also conveyed
her happiness to be back in Camiguin after sometime where she feels very welcome.
Other significant personalities present at the workshop are: representative from
DENR-FASPO, Ms.Madel Villalon; DOT Region 10 representative, Ms. Josephimne H.
Roque, and DENR Region 10 representative, Mr. Melchor Rasalan.
Session 1: CCRMP Phase 2: Accomplishments, Gaps and Challenges for Sustainability
The first session was a project report presented by the staff of the Camiguin Coastal
Resource Management Project. In general, this presentation reports the
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accomplishments of the project during the second phase of implementation as well
as the gaps. It also presents the challenges in sustaining the programs and activities
beyond project life. The presentation was organized by component.
They began their presentation with a quick look at the first phase of the project
where they presented the gains and areas of weakness. Then immediately they
presented the scope and implementing strategies of phase 2 where they
enumerated the different activities conducted at the community, municipal and
provincial level in order to achieve the goals and objectives of the project.
The report also highlighted the different livelihood and enterprise activities
introduced, organized, facilitated or funded by the project in the different parts of
the province. Most of these livelihood activities focused on eco-tourism and sardine
production. Another interesting achievement of the project that was reported is the
development of MPA ambassadors or mascots. The project was able to produce five
mascots; one for each municipality. They also presented the different informational
materials that were developed in the life of the project. These are books, brochures,
pamphlets, informational materials in CD form, presentation materials for teachers
and municipal staff, posters and many more. These materials are now widely used by
the LGUs and partners as they continue to educate the people and children of
Camiguin on coastal resource management.
The project also successfully organized various social and learning events that
mobilized various sectors of the community and from all ages. Parades, workshops,
environment-themed contest, and exhibits were put together where children were
able to participate. They were also able to organize activities around traditional
celebrations of the province like the Lanzones Festival and community fiestas.
Another significant contribution of the project is the establishment of the
interpretive centers in the municipalities of Mambajao and Guinsiliban. These
resource centers are now visited by students and tourists. The centers are very good
opportunities to understand more about marine life and its systems and what one
can do to preserve it.
The presentation continued with the description and analysis of the different
livelihood activities initiated and funded by the project. The presenter showed
pictures of the livelihood activities, tools, equipment and structures established
which tells the viewers that much has been done and invested both by the project
and the LGU to make all these happen. The speaker also described the current status
of each enterprise activity. The session closed with a quick run-through on the
challenges to sustain these activities and what technical assistance these
beneficiaries need.
(Note: Workshop Output incorporated in the main Report )
Workshop 1: Accomplishments by LGU and Province
The first workshop requires each LGU and province to enumerate their
accomplishments and milestones related to CRM implementation. They were also
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required to identify the partners who helped them achieved all these. Furthermore,
the exercise also asked them to describe the impacts or outcomes that resulted from
these accomplishments or milestones. And lastly, they were also asked to share the
challenges that they encountered in the process. To help them do this, a template
was prepared to facilitate the process. The outputs for this first workshop are
presented in the succeeding pages.
These outputs were also presented during the plenary session of the workshop.
(Note: Workshop Outputs incorporated in the main report)
Session 2: Plenary Discussion on the Roles and Functions of Partner Agencies and
Institutions beyond the Project Life
The second session is about drawing out from the current and potential partners
what expertise, services, resources and other assistance that they could extend to
the municipal and provincial LGUs in relation to sustaining the different CRM-related
programs, activities and projects beyond CCRMP life. The purpose of this exercise is
to give the partners an opportunity to share to the LGUs what they can offer or what
form of assistance they could provide within the boundaries of their mandate and
the resources available and how these can be availed. With this knowledge and
insight, this is a window of opportunity for the local government units to tap in order
for them to sustain current initiatives and perhaps expand these initiatives in the
future. The information gathered here is very valuable especially that CCRMP is
phasing out from the province of Camiguin. Output of this session is input to the
planning workshop that follows.
The process used in this session was very straightforward. Each partner organization,
agency or institutions were called one by one to share what they can offer to the
LGUs in relation to CRM, IEC program, and livelihood. Assistance mentioned from the
partners ranged from technical assistance to financial support, facilitation to
linkaging with other organizations or funding institutions. LGU participants were also
given a chance to ask questions, clarify statements from the partners to gain a better
understanding on how all these will work later on. A CCRMP staff was assigned to
capture the sharing of the partners. Output of this session is presented in the next
page.
One must take note, however, that during the workshop there were CRM partners
who were not present in the event but have been very active in providing support to
the LGUs. Hence, their organizations are not listed in the succeeding table. These
partners are: National Economic and Development Authority (NEDA), Camiguin
Tourism Association, Department of Science and Technology (DOST), Xavier
Univeristy, Provincial Planning and Development Office (PPDO), and Dive Centers
and Dive Shop Operators.
T CRM Partners: Their Expertise, Resources and Arrangements for Support
Name of
Category Expertise or
Sites/
Resources
Arrangements
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Partner
DENR -10

NGA

DENRPENRO

Departmen
t of
Tourism

NGA

Departmen
t of Trade
and
Industry
(DTI)

NGA

Bureau of
Fisheries
and
Aquatic
Resources/
Provincial
Fisheries
Office
(BFAR-PFO)

NGA

Camiguin
Polytechnic
State
College
(CPSC)

Academe

Capability

LGUs

Available

Mangrove
management, CRM
Certification, Survey
and Mapping, Water
Quality Monitoring
through DENR-EMB,
Watershed
Management (NGP),
Foreshore
Management
Tourism promotion
and marketing,
Provision of capacity
building activities
(i.e. tourguiding,
frontline services,
homestay
programs/B&B),
Assistance in
foreshore lease
inspection

Whole
province,
5 LGUs

Technical
assistance,
analytical
laboratory at
EMB, small
funding for
conservationbased enterprise

Through request,
submission of
proposal,
endorsement
from PLGU/
Contact DENRPENRO and
DENR-BMB

Whole
province,
5 LGUs

Resource person,
possible
promotional and
marketing
materials,
funding for
capacity building

Conservation-based
enterprise and
business
planning,good
manufacturing
practices, food
safety, HACCP,
product
development, trade
fairs
Fisheries
management,
Mangrove
enhancement,
Inland fisheries and
aquaculture (king
crab), Post-harvest,
Fishery law
enforcement (DFW
training),
Conservation-based
enterprise
Habitat Monitoring
Data Management
and Analysis, Water
Quality Monitoring
(Mambajao),
Research and
Development

Whole
province,
5 LGUs

training supplies,
resource
speakers,
consultancy
services
(mentoring),
facilitation and
linking with FDA

Through request,
submission of
proposal,
endorsement
from PLGU/
Contact 0888564048 or
8800172 Elena
Manalo,
Supervising
Tourism
Operations
Officer
Through request,
submission of
proposal,
endorsement
from PLGU/
Contact DTIPlanning Officer
ZitaAbellare 3870036 or 3870037
Through request,
submission of
proposal,
barangay
resolution and
endorsement
from MLGU/
Contact BFARPFO Claudio
Fabre 387-4029

fingerlings,
stocks, farm
implements for
aquaculture, MPA
demarcation
materials,
resource persons

Mambaja
o
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Technical
assistance,
resource person

Through request,
submission of
proposal,
endorsement
from MLGU/
Contact CPSCAdmin

Philippine
Coconut
Authority

NGA

CRM; coco-based
enterprise, capacity
building no cocobased product
development

Whole
province,
5 LGUs

Departmen
t of Labor
and
Employme
nt

NGA

Technical and
counterpart
funding
assistance

Camiguin
School of
Arts and
Trade
TESDA

Academe

Enterprise
Development,
Capacity Building on
organizational
management and
labor practices
Capacity Building on
Enterprise/Ecotourism

Resource person

Vocational
School Admin
HilarioAbecia

NGA

Capacity Building
(Formal and
Community-based
training)- food and
fish processing, skills

Resource person,
Educational
scholarship for
qualified
beneficiaries

Sangkalikas
an
Producer’s
Cooperativ
e

Cooperati
ve

Coral reef
rehabilitation,
capacity building

Provincial
Tourism
Office

Province

Provincial
CRM Office

Province

CRM; IEC; coastal
tourism promotion
and marketing,
Capacity Building
CRM; IEC; coastal
tourism/ MPA
Management

Personal
application for
formal training,
proposal request
for CB training/
TESDA Prov.
Office Engr.
LoelManego
387-0266
Through request,
submission of
proposal,
barangay
resolution and
endorsement
from MLGU and
PLGU/ Contact
Jojo Rodriguez
PTO Candice B.
Dael

Departmen
t of
Education

NGA

Mambaja
o,
Mahinog
(possible
expansio
n for
coral
rehab)

Techanical and
counterpart
funding
assistance,
Provision of
equipment

Technical and
counterpart
funding
assistance

Technical and
Counterpart
funding
assistance
Counterpart
funding for MPA
Management,
Coastal and
Fishery Law
Enforcement
Resource person
and support
personnel

IEC
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Through request,
submission of
proposal, brgy.
resolution and
endorsement
from MLGU and
PLGU/ Contact
PCA Head Joel
Oclarit c/o Elves
Sabornido
PO registration
w/ DOLE, project
proposal and
endorsement
from LGU

PCRMO Urbano
Rojas

Schools Division
Superintendent
Dr. Angelo Gaso,
CESO VI 3870094

Workshop 2: Planning Workshop by LGU
The second workshop is planning for the sustainability of CRM efforts in the province
of Camiguin in all levels: community, barangay, municipal and provincial levels. It
was also planning the sustainability of the different components: CRM - governance,
IEC and livelihood and enterprise. The goal of this session is to map out the different
actions and strategies that will guide the LGUs in the next three years to ensure that
CRM programs and activities will be fully integrated and become a genuine basic
service of the LGU. They were required to identify their partners for each strategy or
activity and what type of assistance they would like to have.
This session proved to be a challenge for most participants because many believed
that this should be team effort to be done together with other LGU officials and
officers concerned about CRM. Their colleagues, however, were not present during
the workshop and so they had to draw out from their own wealth of experience and
insights to complete this task. National government agencies, academe, nongovernment organizations and other partners were asked to go around each LGU
and provide inputs on how their agency can assist or help the municipality. They
were also reminded that their inputs to the LGUs will already be part of their
workplan in their respective agencies.
Once again a template was prepared to facilitate the workshop process. The outputs
of this session follow.

CRM Accomplishments of 5 Municipalities and Province During CCRMP Life-ofProject
Municipality of Catarman

Accomplishments

A) Institutionalization
of CRM program


Results or Outcomes



Creation of CRM
office



Deputation
training for
fishwardens
 Monitoring team
created
 Delineation of
municipal water






 Creation of CLET



 Training on wildlife
and marine
mammals





MPA
establishment



CRM
certification level
 Training on
vulnerability
assessment
 Training on coral
transplantation
 Fish Examiner's
Training
 Legislation of
Municipal
CRM Code
 Regular Annual

CRM office created with
designated CRMO
through an executive
order
45 DFWs municipal-wide
4 certified scuba divers
and members of the
Provincial Monitoring
Team
Annual bio-physical
monitoring conducted
Municipal water
delineated
Functional C-CLET

Partner
agencies
and
Institutions
Involved

Challenges and
Recommendations
for Sustainability


CCRMP,
DENR, BFAR,
DOT,
NAMRIA,
PNP,
PhilCore









5 fisherfolks attended;
Reporting mechanism on
marine mammal
stranding in placed
 7 MPAs established with
management team; 1
MPA strengthened MEAT
Level 4 (Bonbon
Pasil)Level 1
certifiedIdentified high
risk areas; hazard
zoningTrained one
participant on coral
transplantation8 MPA
guardhouses constructed
Licensed fish examiner
Approved municipal CRM
code







Creation of
permanent
position and
office for CRM
personnel
Increase
budget
allocation for
CRM activities
4 remaining
MPAs for ecotourism
promotion and
marketing
Technical
assistance on
data analysis
and statistics
(CPSC)
Refresher
training for
DFWs (every 3
years)
Annual
monitoring of
MPAs with
support from
the Provincial
Monitoring
Team
Area of
coverage of the
licensed fish
examiner is
region wide

budget allocation
of CRM activities
IEC












Municipal/Div
ision Science
Forum
Pulongpulong and
Barangay
Assembly
3 E's brochure
developed
(explore,
enjoy,
examine)
Billboards
installation
Film showing
in schools
DFW re-echo
activity at
Barangay
level
Mascot
development
Orientation of
RA
8550/CITES/F
AOs in
coordination
with BFAR













Annual advocacy
forum on CRM and
contests(region,
division, national
winners- 5)
3x a year coastal
clean-up
planted beach forest
trees (570, talisay,
manuyog)
2x a year pulongpulong
150 copies of 3E’s
brochure distributed
8 MPA billboards
installed
11 elementary
schools participated
in film showing
8 brgys conducted
with re-echo activity
“Tuti the turtle” MPA
ambassador/mascot
developed
Conducted annually
of RA 8550 to
communities






Training on
snorkeling
guide, ecopaddlers
purchase of
equipment
ongoing



Increase
annual
allocation
of budget
for IEC for
personnel
and
maintenanc
e



Availability
of CRM
focal
person



Trained
personnel
on CRM
brochure
making no
longer
connected
with the
LGU
Lack of IEC
equipment
Limited
exposure of
MPA
ambassado
r




Enterprise
Development
Development of
Tourism Projects

DepEd,
PNP,
BLGU,
POs,
DILG,
BFAR





3 economic
enterprises approved
with 2 public-private
partnership
MEEDO office created
in which the Pasil
Eco-tourism Center
will be a sub-office

CCRMP, DTI,
DOT, DENR,
D&A
Resort, Coral
Dive Resort



capacity
building of
business
operators and
MEEDO



finalize and
launch tour
package with
appropriate
pricing
intensify







construction
of tourism
facility
cross visit to
communitybased
ecotourism
facilities
creation of
MEEDO




marketing and
promotion of
the projects
and linking
other
ecotourism
package in the
municipality
permanent
position for
MEEDO
LGU to provide
budget for
office
equipment and
supplies for
the Catarman
Tourism Center
operations

Municipality of Guinsiliban
Accomplishments

CRM
institutionalization
▪ Establishment of
CRM
Office







Results or Outcomes

Challenges for
Sustainability






PCRA has been
conducted
Formulation of
CRM plan
Updating of CRM
Plan
Deputation
training for DFWs
Creation of
Guinsiliban
Coastal Law
Enforcement
Team

Partner
Agencies
and
Institutions
Involved







Office space and
equipments has been
provided
EO issued for the
creation of a CRM focal
person in addition to her
regular load
Provided funds for
CRM programs

Baseline data established
CRM plan adopted thru
SB resolution
EO issued to support
creation of GCLET/SB
resolution
3 more MPAs have been
established and with
legislation &delineated
MPA Mgt council

LGU/CCRMP
LGU
LGU/CCRMP
/
DENR



LGU/CCRMP
/
partner
agency

LGU/partner
agency/CCR
MP



Currently the
office space
provided was
already
occupied by
other office
LGU to
continue
provide funds
for CRM
project-and
CRM to be part
of its basic
services
CRM staff will
be assigned for
the project
with legislation
to clearly
define the
structure ere
the CRM
project








Establishment of
MPAs,
Biophysical
monitoringCRM
Certification
Formulated
Integrated
Municipal Fishery
and CRM
Ordinance
Planting/Replanti
ng on mangrove
and beach trees
Strengthening of
fishery/CRM
related
organization and
fishery council







organized
MPA Mgt plan developed
Regular monitoring
conducted -for
ecosystem/habitat
monitoring/status and
results have been
reported/additional
members trained in
SCUBA Diving and
methodologies
CRM certified Level 3 at
the Regional Level for
adoption at the SB
Mangrovetum has been
established ; Conducted
mangrove planting
















belongs, for
supervision
and manpower
assistance
MTWG
activated
Laxity and
inactive GCLET
team –
reactivate and
need political
will to activate
the group
Continue
training and
capability for
DFWs
Provide
incentives and
support to
DFWs
sustainability
of budget and
involve
community in
the monitoring
and
maintenance
of the markers
and buoys and
communicatio
n facilities, and
guard house
continue
education of
MPA mgt
council
Financial and
technical
capabilities of
LGUs to
replicate
trainings for
second liners,
new groups,
etc
Coordination
and linking
mechanisms
with NGAs and

institutions for
capacity
building
activities for
mentoring/
coaching

IEC




Mascot
development



Provide
brochures/
pamphlets
/reading
materials to
visitors






Enhancement of

MPA ambassador
developed and
Functional; Use of MPA
Ambassadors in IEC
campaign especially
Interpretive Centers
Distribution and display
of brochures/pamphlets
for promotion
Interpretive Center
established improved ,

Dep Ed,
Enigmata,
CCRMP



The municipal
evaluating
team for CRM
be activated,
with the
partner
agencies and a
yearly
evaluation be
conducted



Continued
production of
planting
materials, and
assigned
nursery care
takers/ and
personnel to
monitor
planted trees



Continued
capacity
building to the
fisherfolks



Limited
exposure of
MPA
ambassador
Need to
allocate
resources for
the
maintenance
of MPA
Ambassador
Maximize use
of the MPA
Ambassador in



LGU/CCRMP
/
DEP
ED/CPSC



Interpretive
Center


Special
environmental
events and
celebrations
(schools and
LGUs)




and operational
▪ Learning activities for
teachers and students
developed
30 new fish wardens
deputized



Dep Ed,
Provincial
LGU, MLGUs






Enterprise
Development




Conduct of focus
group discussion
/Development of
Business
Proposals
Establish
linkages for
enterprise
development





Project proposal
submitted and approved
by EDC

MLGU/PCA/
CCRMP

implemented Coco sugar
Project
DTI/PCA

▪Linkages established with



MPA and CRM
IEC Campaigns
Allocation of
budget for IEC
campaign/pro
motion for
ecotourism/pr
oduct
promotion
LGU to provide
annual budget
for the
maintenance
and operation
of the
Interpretive
Center
LGU to
maintain
current Center
Interpreter
because they
have been
trained to
manage the
Center and to
do Center
interpretation;
train additional
personnel as
second liner
Strengthen
partnership
with DepEd for
the full
utilization of
the Center

For DTI
continue to
provide
assistance to
LGUs who will
develop
business
proposals for
funding

implementation


Established the
Guinsiliban Coco-sap sugar
Production
(Product-based)

the following
NGAs , PLGUs, Business sector DTI/CCRMP/
for the
LGU
following:





Business plan preparation
Capacity building
Technical inputs
Business proposal
approved
 Funds release
 Group has already started
to produce coco-sugar
from their home base;
Total production From
April 2013-March 2014 is
1,487 kilos with ave.
17/kl/month/family
GUINCOSUPA is already
registered
•

•
Established the
Cabuan Community
Village and Coastal
Tour Project

•

•

•
•

with DOLE; Registered
with BIR and established
bank account
series of capacity building
activities undertaken
Linked with ECHOsi for
the marketing of the
coco-sugar product at
their ECHOsi store in
Manila ; delivered 500
kilos of cocosugar ; Fair
Trade Store in Cebu ;
explored Gina Lopez
‘Gstuff Store
Established partnership
with Camiguin Tourism
Association for marketing
of the product .
Improved packaging of the
product
Production facility 90%

• Project Approved by EDC
February 2014
• Capacity building for
culinary development and
snorkeling guiding
conducted

EDC/DTI/DO
LE/PCA/CCR
MP

DTI, BFAR,
PCA, DOLE.
DOST, PLGU,
DOT, DENR,
Camiguin
Tourism
Association,
TESDA

Challenges :
• Need to
establish more
institutional
market outside
of Camiguin
• More
assistance in
strengthening
financial
management
system ;
production
management
• DOLE has not
yet
downloaded its
committed
funds to the
producers
group and LGU
Recommendations
:
• Through DTI
assistance help
GUICOSUPA in
setting up of
financial
management
system and
marketing and
promotion of
products
outside of
Camiguin
Recommendations
for sustainability
•

•

Need for
more
capacity
building
for service
providers
(DOT,
PTO,
CSAT)
Finalize

• Snorkeling and boating
equipments procured
• Visitor Center completed d
and inaugurated
• Additional funding of PhP
150,000. approved
•

•

•

•

•

•

tenurial
arrangeme
nt for the
area ( with
DENR,
Province
assistance/
LGU)
Intensify
marketing
and
promotion
by linking
eco-tour
product to
Tour
Operators
outside of
Camiguin
Launch
and fine
tune
product
Formally
organize
the Tour
Operators
Clearly
define
sharing
system
Need for
recording
and
accounting
system
Continued
assistance
for
capacity
building

Municipality of Mahinog
Accomplishments

Results or Outcomes

Partner
Agencies and
Institutions
Involved

Challenges for
Sustainability

INSTITUTIONALIZATION
:
Developed Local
Project Office, MCRM
Office of the LGU
through the support of
an Executive Order
signed by the LCE.
Developed Municipal
CRM Management Plan

Established LPO where
activities and other CRM
related works
performed/facilitated in the
MCRM Office.

CCRMP, LGU,
MAO

DENR-EMB,
CPSC,
CCRMP, DABFAR, PLGU,
BLGU, DENR,
and others.

Developed MPA
Management Plan (per
MPA Level except
Mantigue Is)

Created Law
Enforcement Network –
Coastal Law
Enforcement Action
Network (C.L.E.A.N)

Frequent Monitoring and
Surveillance of the
Municipal Waters
Apprehension and cases
filed

PNP, BFAR

Developed/Constructed
Command Post
Building for Law
Enforcement
(C.L.E.A.N) Operations
located in Binaliwan

Established a Command
Post/Center for C.L.E.A.N
Operations

CCRMP, PNP,
DA-BFAR

Established New MPAs
particularly in
TupsanPequeno,
Catohugan and
Hubangon-San Jose

DA-BFAR,
CCRMP,
BLGU’s

Facilitated
rehabilitation of
existing Marine
Protected Areas;
Benoni, San Roque,
Binaliwan
Strengthening of
Fisherfolks Associations
in the municipality in
coordination with
MAO, DA-BFAR
CRMLevel 2
Certification Achieved

DA-BFAR,
CCRMP,
BLGU’s

BFARMC established and
strengthened

MAO, DABFAR, PLGU

Regional CRM Level 2
Certified

DENR,
MBDA,DILG

Updating the
Municipal CRM
Management Plan
and MPA
Management
Plans in the LGU.
Development of
MPA Plan for
Mantigue
For LGU to
increase budget
allocation for
Coastal Law
Enforcement
through the
C.L.E.A.N Program

Finalize MPA
Management Plan
and strengthen
MPA
Management
Body

Provide budget for
rehabilitation
work

Seek assistance
from BFAR for the
strengthening of
fisherfolk
associations
Proceed to Level 3
certification

BFAR

Organized/Supervised/
Monitored the
Mantigue Island
Motorboat Service
Association (MAMSA)
Facilitated the conduct
of Baseline Monitoring
for newly established
MPA’s in the
municipality.

Established Operation
System of Motorboat
Service Providers.

CCRMP,
BLGU

Results presented and
report on Status of Coral
Reefs, Coral Reef Fishes and
Management Effectiveness
of the Marine Protected
Areas of the Province of
Camiguin produced.

CCRMP,
Camiguin
Divers
Composite
Team, Dive
Shop

process with
DENR assistance

Capacity to
conduct
monitoring as
budget may be
insufficient along
with lack of
monitoring
equipment and
materials and
personnel in some
LGUs.
Capacity to
maintain
database, analyze
and interpret
data/ Link data
and relevant
information to
NGAs, NGOs,
academic
institutions.
Need to conduct
regular check-out
dives to improve
SCUBA diving and
marine life
identification
skills.

Facilitated the conduct
of Fish & Coral BioPhysical Assessment
and Monitoring

Bio-Physical assessment
Provincial
monitoring conducted to 7
Habitat Core
MPAs with high potential for Monitoring
dive tourism.
Team,
Camiguin
Results presented and
Dive Shops
report produced

Need to link and
coordinate with
dive shops for
logistical support
during monitoring.
Incorporation of
monitoring for
biophysical/biodiversi
ty in regular MPA
monitoring
activities.

Lack of capacity of
LGUs to document
unique
biodiversity
species in MPA’s
LGUs, PTO to link
with
diveshops/guest
divers on
promotional
materials
(photo/video/blog
s) to showcase
diving and
biodiversity in
Camiguin MPAs or
come up with
activities related
to this
Created/Developed
Municipal MPA Cluster
Management Team

Organized/Established MPA
Cluster Management Team
Elected MPA Cluster
Management Team Leader
and other key officers

MAO-DA,
BLGU

IEC component

Developed MPA
Ambassador (MASCOT)

Functional MPA
Ambassador

Assisted/Facilitated
Municipal/
Division/Regional Level
Science Forum, Quest
and Earth Camps

Advocacy on Environmental
Management and
Protection
Garnered Awards at the
Regional Level

Assisted/Facilitated
Capacity Building
Activities (Seminars and
Trainings);
- Fisherfolks Frontline
Service
Providers
- new DFW’s
- R.A. 8550
- CITES

Trainings conducted to
address needs on fishery
law enforcement, frontline
service providing, habitat
monitoring, water quality
monitoring and vulnerability
assessment

CCRMP,
DepEd,
DepEd

CCRMP,
DENR, DENREMB, CPSC,
UP-MSI, DABFAR, DOT,
PNP, PNPMaritime,
Dive Shops

Financial and
technical
capabilities of
LGUs to replicate
trainings for
second liners, new
groups, etc
Coordination and
linkaging
mechanisms with
NGAs and

- FAO 268
- Water Quality
- Vulnerability
Assessment

institutions for
capacity building
activities for
mentoring/coachi
ng.

Enterprise Development Component
Developed a CRM Pilot
Project in Mantigue
Island Nature Park as
managed by Municipal
Business Development
Office (MBDO)

CRM Pilot Project
Established

CCRMP,
DENR

Assisted/Facilitated the
Focus Group Discussion
(FGD) in the
Development of
Business Proposals

Business Plan Developed of
Taguines Lagoon AquaSports & Recreational
Facility, approved and
implemented

PLGU, DTI,
DENR, DOT,

Partner agencies
continue to
provide assistance
to LGU in the
development of
business
proposals for
funding.

Developed Business
Proposal of Taguines
Lagoon Aqua-Sports
and Recreational
Facility.(TLASRF)

TLASRF Established and
Operational.

PLGU, DTI,
DENR, DOT,

Low
visitors/clients
due to lean
season, low
income to
fisherfolks ecopaddlers.
Needs more
aggressive
marketing
strategies. Tap
DOT and CTA for
marketing and
promotion.
Need to improve
physical facilities
and amenities
within the area
such the visitors
center and
canteen.
Continuous
capacity building
for the fisherfolks

Developed Project
Proposal on the
Enhancement of
Mantigue Island Nature
Park Mini-Forest Trail

Project approved by EDC on
February 2014

CCRMP,
DENR

Construction of 100 meter
Forest Eco-Trail Boardwalk is
completed

eco-paddlers.
Improve Eco-Tour
Service in MINAP
through the
conduct regular
frontline service
capacity building.
Conduct
assessment and
tagging of flora
and fauna in the
mini-forest
through the
assistance of
DENR.

Municipality of Sagay
Accomplishments

Results or Outcomes

Partner
Agencies and
Institutions
Involved

Challenges for
Sustainability

CRM Component
 1 MPA established
and 3 MPA's
regularly monitored
(4 MPAs)
 Municipal CRM
office and Personnel
established through
EO
 4 divers trained
 Organized and
trained 22DFWs/SCLET

 Acquired equipment
such as: 1 set diving
gear, 2 bantay
dagat/pumpboats, 1
CRMP multicab
vehicle
 Delineated
municipal water and

 Report produced by
CCRMP
 2 MPA's
designated/potential as
dive sites (Balite/
Alangilan)
 CRM Office established
with budget and
personnel
 CRM project closely
implemented and
monitored
 Conducted regular
coastal surveillance and
enforcement and
Apprehended 7 illegal
fishing activities;
 Acquired
manual/guidebook in
enforcing existing laws
and ordinances

 Quick responses in

BFAR, PAO,
CCRM, DENR
MLGU
BLGU's
MLGU,CCRM
P

CCRMP,
BFAR, PNP,
PLGU,
MLGU,BLGU

CCRMP,
MLGU

CCRMP,
MLGU, BLGU
PLGU, MLGU,
BLGU

 Maintenance of
Floaters and
Buoys as
marker
 Intrusion of
illegal fishers
 Tie-up w/
Tourism office
 Need regular
training for
renewal of
(Divers, DFW's)
license
 need
incentives/hon
orarium
 Maintenance
for equipment

Established coastal
zoning
 Formulated
Municipal
Comprehensive
Fishery Code
 Seaweed culture
(300 kls planted

enforcing existing laws
 Regulated the uses of
coastal area/municipal
water

BFAR,
CCRMP,
MLGU



Seaweed
planting is
seasonal

IEC Component
 Science forum and
Quiz Municipal level
 Acquired “Mucoy da
Mukos” MPA
Ambassador/
mascot
 Conducted film
showing on coastal
management tothe7
coastal barangays
 Orientation /
training on RA 8550
and CITES FAO 208

 Conducted Advocacy on
coastal management
 Municipal winners of the
different events
 CRM / MPA ambassador

Dep. Ed.,
YES-O,
SCAAP, DENR

 Increased community
awareness and
acceptance of CRM
project

CCRMP, LGU

 Orientation conducted,
community awareness
promoted

Enterprise
Development








Business plan for
dried fish/squid
approved by EDC
Capacity building
for KASSAMA Squid
Processor
Promotion and
marketing of dried
squid
Operated tubod
swiming pool
(LGU-managed and
operated)
Constructed
storage facility
Established
PasalubongCenter

 Established storage
facility and established
pasalubong display
center
 Increased family income
of squid processors
 Developed other
products aside from
squid
 Promotion/Selling of
products

 Need Financial
and moral
assistance to
become as
regular activity

CCRMP,
MLGU

BFAR, MLGU

CCRMP,MLG
U, DTI,DENR,
PLGU

CCRMP.MLG
U, PLGU

DENR, MLGU

 Budget
allocation for
maintenance of
LGU –operated
“Pasalubong
Center”
 Seek assistance
from BFAR for
product
improvement
and
development
 Tie-up w/
Tourism office
to establish
Sagay as squid
product
destination
 Seek assistance
from DTI for
the products
and business

development of
the KASSAMMA
Provincial Local Government Unit
Accomplishments

Results or Outcomes

Partner
Agencies and
Institutions
Involved

Challenges for
Sustainability

CRM Component
Provide assistance to
MLGU’s in providing
marker buoys and
rope for marine
protected areas.

Mambajao and
MahinogMPA’s
rehabilitated.

Mahinog
LGU’s
Mambajao
LGU’s

Conduct regular
monitoring of
MPA’s by fish
warden and MPA
monitoring team.

Assisted in deputy fish
warden training

Equipped knowledge /skills
to deputized fish warden.

Sagay LGU

Implement/enforc
ed municipal
/provincial
ordinances and
other
fishery/environme
ntal laws.

Developed Provincial
Integrated Coastal
Resource
Management Plan.
Assisted in
assessment &
monitoring of marine
protected areas.
Conducted marine
wild life rescue and
response to stranded
mammal.

One Provincial CRM plan
adopted by Sangguniang
Panlalawigan.

PPDO/SP

31 MPAs

MPA
monitoring
team

2 stranded dolphin at
Mambajao

MLGU/MCR
MO/BFAR/DE
NR

Assisted in reviewing
of coastal resource
management code of
the 5 municipalities.

Five CRM code reviewed.

SP/MLGU’s/
MCRMO’s/BF
AR

MPA Network
Management Council
Organization
Creation of Provincial
Multi-Sectoral

Five municipal cluster team
MPA Management bodies
organized.
Task Force reorganized
yearly

CCRMP/MCR
MO/MLGU’s

LGU’s should
provide logistics
support on this
activity.
Fisherfolks should
be vigilant and
quickly report to
concern agencies
on the said
incidence.
LGU’s are
expected to
properly
implement the
approved
fishery/managem
ent code.
Need to be
monitored.

DENR/PNP/P
CA

Task Force actively
functional.

Environmental
Protection Task Force
.Conducted coastal
clean-up in
coordination with
MLGU’s and MCRMO’s

Creation of Provincial
CRM office

Province wide

CCRMP/MCR
MO’s/DENR/
BFAR/DepEd/PNP etc.

One CRM Office created.

CCRMP/PPD
O/PLGU

Agencies
concerned should
include this
activity in their
regular
programme
Increase no. Of
CRM personnel at
the provincial
level

Information Education Campaign (IEC )
Attended launching of Baylao, Mambajao
marine turtle and
marine wild life
protection program.
Assisted newly
Province wide
trained deputy fish
warden in conducting
information drive re:
Phil. Fisheries Code of
1998.
Enterprise Development Component

MLGU/DENR
/PNP/LGU

Production of IEC
materials

MLGU’s/MCR
MO’s/PNP/Fi
sh warden.

Refreshing
training course be
conducted yearly
to fisherfolks on
R.A. 8550

Provide counterpart
funds to MLGU’s

Bottled sardines Camiguin
Interpretive Center

CCRMP/Mam
bajao LGU

Assisted in evaluation
of enterprise
development project
proposals of MLGU’s
and recommended it
for approval.
Provided seed money
for livelihood projects
to Municipal Senior
Citizen Association.

Project were approved and
funded.

CCRMP/MLG
U’s partner
agencies.

Coordination
should be done in
each activity to be
undertaken.
Regular
monitoring of the
project.

Five Municipal Federation
Association of SeniorCitizens
were granted loan.

Conducted training on
tilapia culture for their
alternative resource of
livelihood
Coordinated with
MLGU’s in conducting
tilapia processing and
value adding.

35 fisherfolks/wives of
fishers attended.

PSWDO/Mun
icipal
federation
officers of
senior
citizen.
BFAR/MLGU

30 participants attended the
training.

BFAR/MLGU

Regular
monitoring of the
project /collection
of payments.

Monitor status of
stocked fingerlings
to fish pond
operators.
Encourage LGUs
to submit their
training needs on
value adding of
fishery products

Strengthen Economic
development
committee and
alleviate it into
economic
development council
which will take charge
of the screening,
evaluating and
monitoring of
enterprise
development project
of LGU’s.

Economic development
committee institutionalized.

Partner
agencies

for possible
counterpart.
There is a need to
elevate the
committee into an
Economic
Enterprise
Council.

Workshop 3: Drafting of Commitment Statements
The CCRMP is about to end and preparations are underway on how to close the project.
One of the activities to mark the closing of the project is the handover or turnover
ceremony where partner agencies, institutions, LGUs – provincial and municipal – will
sign a commitment statement or covenant promising to continue the CRM programs
and activities.
Each agency, institutions and LGU were given cartolina/manila paper, and permanent
markers to use in crafting their commitment statements. They were also encouraged to
be creative in their presentation. Art materials were provided for all the participants.
After which, their outputs were posted around the session hall. The following are the
statements produced by the partners:
Municipality of Catarman:
As a coastal municipality that has successfully established CRM as a basic service of the
LGU we promised to sustain the following program beyond CCRMP:


Continue the activation of DFW’s through legislation of incentives



Continue activation of municipal coastal law enforcement team



Conduct of yearly bio-physical monitoring and evaluation of MPA’s



Provide regular funding the office of the CRMO

For the CRM-related enterprises implemented in our municipality we commit to provide
support by:


Conduct of regular meeting with partners on the progress of the public-private
partnership



Explore more development of enterprises related to coastal resources



Legislation of sharing scheme on revenues for service providers related on
coastal eco-tourism

Continuous environment education and learning is an important program of the LGU
hence we intend to:


Create a pool of coastal environmentalist composed of local officials, teachers,
business and private sectors as resource persons on coastal marine resources
information, education campaign.

Municipality of Mahinog:


For the CRM-related enterprise, marketing and promotion of the existing CRMrelated enterprise in the municipality through distribution of flyers and other
means of communication.



Continuous environmental education and learning is an important program of
the LGU, hence we intend to conduct IEC activities on environmental education
in Barangays, schools and other sectors in the municipality. “CRMP Projects?! It’s
more fun in Mahinog!”

Municipality of Sagay:
As coastal municipality that has successfully established CRM as a basic service of the
LGU we promised to sustain the following programs beyond CCRMP:


Sustain CRM office and personnel who will lead the implementation and
promotion of CRM activities



Sustain the maintenance of equipment and facilities for the operation



Support DFW’s in the enforcing of existing laws



Continue routinary/regular monitoring of MPAs



Provide funding support

Municipality of Guinsiliban:
As a coastal municipality that has successfully established CRM as a basic service of the
LGU we promised to sustain the following programs beyond CCRMP:


For the CRM-related enterprise implemented in ourmunicipality we commit to
provide support by linking the product to other markets outside Camiguin,
facilitating the coco sugar enterprise to pass FDA registration, assist in project
management until proponent can manage their project.



Continuous environmental education and learning is an important program of
the LGU hence we intend to conduct continuous information drive in
coordination with partner agencies with mandate on environmental protection



Continue the production of planting materials for coastal and upland forest.

Municipality of Mambajao:
As a coastal municipality that has successfully established CRM as a basic service of the
LGU we promised to sustain the following programs beyond CCRMP:


Enhancing their skills and knowledge through additional trainings on modem
technology introduced



Continue the IEC program as what we’ve started to strengthen the knowledge
that has been imparted to our constituents



Promote products by helping them to link to different organizations and
establishments



Continue the monitoring of our coastal resources



To allocate funds to continue the services needed with regards to the projects to
be implemented by CRM.

Provincial LGU of Camiguin:
For the CRM related project implemented in the Province we commit to sustain the
project by coordinating with the municipal LGUs regarding the periodic monitoring and
assessment of Marine protected areas in the province as well as implement relative
regulation thereto. Provide technical assistance and counterpart funds to MLGU’s for
the sustenance of coastal resource management project.
Camiguin School of Arts and Trade:
As a training institution who is concerned on CRM’s project sustainability commits to
provide skills training to all the constituents through LGU’s need and support. The
trainings will include the following tourism related programs and short term courses:


Cookery NC 2



Food and Beverage Service NC 2



Massage Therapy NC2



Tour Guiding NC2



Other special programs as needed and as per request from the LGU

Department of Tourism:
As partner of the Camiguin Coastal Resource Management Program, the Department of
Tourism Regional Office commits to the continued education and learning process
through conduct of trainings and seminars for CCRM beneficiaries and equip them of
the latest information and updates on eco-tourism and the tourism industry, in general.
Department of Education:
The Department of Education solemnly commit to provide quality care to our coastal
areas and keep advancing the philosophy, principles and practices towards a sustainable
coastal resource management in this beautiful island of Camiguin.
Department of Trade and Industry:
For the CRM-related enterprises implemented in the municipalities, our agency commits
to provide support by:


Pro-active firm level assistance of monitoring status of existing business plans



Technical assistance for business plan preparation to tap funding sources for
working capital and equipment needs



Tap funding sources from and among various stakeholders for the conduct of
entrepreneurial, management, skills, productivity and product development
trainings.



Technical assistance for organizational strengthening



Conceptualization and review of packaging and labelling designs and promotion
collaterals



Product promotion through conduct of trade fairs and strengthening of
pasalubong centers



Market facilitation for institutional markets



Business consultancy and mentoring services



Technical assistance in the preparation of success stories and news articles

Bureau of Fisheries and Aquatic Resources:
We promised to sustain the following programs beyond CCRMP:


Mangrove Rehabilitation/maintenance
replenishing/replanting



Support/enforce the fishery laws; strengthen coastal law enforcement by
continuous deputation of fish wardens



Production services that includes stock enhancement; provision of fingerlings
(tilapia, bangus, seaweed) including farm implements; as well as post-harvest
activities: value adding and product development of fishery commodities



FARMC/fisherfolk strengthening



IEC – continuous education by orientations; training on RA 8550; CITES, Fisheries
Administrative Orders.

by

planting

more

mangroves;

Department of Labor and Employment:
As a coastal resource management partner agency DOLE can provide financial assistance
through DOLE Integrated Livelihood Project (DILP), capability building seminars and
labor laws orientations.
Department of Environment and Natural Resource Region 10:
Provide technical support through various sectoral services such as land, forest and
coastal resources regulation, management, protection and promotion; policy direction
on CRM management, protection and conservation.
DNER FASPO:
To continuously provide assistance in sourcing of funds for future projects in the ENR for
Camiguin for possible consideration by donor institutions/agencies.
Philippine Coconut Authority – Camiguin:
For CRM related projects, we commit to support for technology transfer during trainings
on coconut by product utilization like coco-sugar, coco coir processing, coco timber
processing and others to CRM identified areas or proponents, who needs our assistance.
TESDA:

For the CRM-related enterprises implemented in the municipalities, TESDA – Camiguin
Provincial Office commit to provide support by:


Provide standards in skill development



Conduct skill upgrading



Provide free assessment and certification to identified qualification



Provide scholarships to high school graduates, un-employed and career shifters



Conduct career guidance



Issuance of national certificate and certificate of competency

Session 3: Next Steps
After all the presentations, the workshop proceeded to identify the immediate next
steps of the group in order to tie up all loose strings by the time CCRMP phases out. The
following are the immediate activities that need to be accomplished and the target date
of completion:
1. Finalization of Sustainability plan – LGUs are to submit their output by May 30 to
give the CCRMP staff enough time to put together the sustainability plan which is
due for submission to NZAP by June 30.
2. Completion of field activities – July 2014
3. Project Handover Ceremony – July 2014
4. MOU Signing/Manifesto/Covenant Signing – July 2014
After this session, closing ceremonies followed. The Honorable Governor was at hand to
give the closing message and some selected participants gave their impressions on the
two-day workshop: Ms. Zita Abellare of DTI, Mr. Julienne Amerilinto of the Provincial
CRM Office and Engr. Alex Dagaraga , the MPDC of Sagay. Then, there was the turn-over
of ecotourism equipment to the Cabuan-Guinsiliban Coastal Village Tour and Poblacion
and Lawigan Catarman Fun Dive and Snorkeling Tour Package by the Provincial
Governor assisted by the NZAP Manager and FCG ANZDEC CEO. The mayor of the
concerned groups as well as representatives from the operators was present to accept
the equipment. All equipment was donated by CCRMP.

Photo documentation

The participants during the opening program of the Sustainability Planning Workshop (May 2122, 2014)

Provincial Planning and Development Coordinator Mr. Felicisimo Gomez introducing the
Provincial CRM team to the plenary

CCRMP team leader Eelyn T. Deguit reporting on the 2-year Project Accomplishments and
Challenges for

Sustainability

IEC Specilist Analeh Patindol acting as resource person to the Catarman team during the
workshop

Prof. Roberto Apugan (CPSC), Melchor Rasalan (DENR 10), Mr. Roy Tabamo (CCRMP focal persn
;DENR- PENRO

)

Gov. Jurdin Jesus Romualdo delivering his message during the opening program of the 2-day
Sustainability Planning Workshop

Ms. Josephine Roque of DOT-10, providing inputs during the plenary session

MPDC Alex Dagaraga of Sagay, sharing the LGU accomplishments and challenges for
sustainability of CRM

Provincial CRM team drafting their commitmnet statements

Roy Tabamo of DENR-PENRO presenting the DENR commitment statement

Turn –over of eco-tourism equipments (snorkeling gears) to Catarman LGU and private partner
and service providers , r. L-R Ms. Ana Ilic (FMG ANZDEC CEO); Joseph Imperial (NZAP Manager);
Hon. Jurdin Jesus Romualdo (Governor, Camiguin) ; Mayor Nestor Jacot (Catarman); Mr.
Leonardo Galeon, Manager Coral Dive Resort; Peter Gabutan (Snorkel Guide)

Turn –over of eco-tourism equipments (snorkeling gears) to Guinsiliban LGU andCabuan Coastal
and Village Tour Operators . L-R Ms. Ana Ilic (FMG ANZDEC CEO); Joseph Imperial (NZAP
Manager); Hon. Jurdin Jesus Romualdo (Governor, Camiguin) ; Mayor Joanne Marie Rubin
(Guinsiliban ); Brgy. Captain Rando Waminal (Cabuan, Guinsiliban)

The participants, facilitators and guests during the Closing Ceremony of the 2-day Sustainability
Planning Workshop, May 21-22, 2014

